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0.1 Zusammenfassung
In dieser Studie wurde die Dynamik des gekoppelten Systems Troposphäre/Stratosphäre
mit dem atmosphärishen Zirkulationsmodell MAECHAM5, gekoppelt mit einem Dek-
shiht-Ozeanmodell, untersuht. Der Shwerpunkt lag auf dem Einuÿ der Stratosphäre
auf die Troposphäre. Bezüglih des Modells konnte festgestellt werden, dass die Januar-
MAECHAM5-Klimatologie gut mit der beobahteten Klimatologie übereinstimmt. Am
besten ist die Übereinstimmung in den Extratropen und unterhalb der obersten Mod-
ellshihten (wo der Sponging-Eekt stark ist). Weitere Untersuhungen zeigten, daÿ
sowohl Dynamik als auh dreidimensionale Struktur des 'Northern Annular Mode' (NAM)
in MAECHAM5 gut mit vorherigen Studien übereinstimmen. Bezüglih der Kopplung
konnte durh MAECHAM5-Daten festgestellt werden, dass die NAM-Muster niht nur
die troposphärishe und stratosphärishe Variabilität, sondern auh die Kovariabilität zwi-
shen Troposphäre und Stratosphäre nördlih von 20
◦
N dominieren.
Eine zeitvershiebende 'Composite' Analyse basierend auf dem 50hPa-NAM-Index (NA-
MI), ein Maÿ für die Stärke des 'stratosphärishen Modes', zeigte, daÿ stark positive
stratosphärishe NAM-Phasen mit einem starken anomalen Westwind in hohen Breiten
und einem Temperatur-Quadrupol zwishen Troposphäre und unterer Mesosphäre verbun-
den sind. Der untere Teil dieses Quadrupols hat eine Dipolstruktur mit einer anomal
kalten (warmen) Tropo- und Stratosphäre an den Polen (in den mittleren Breiten) und
ist mit einer anomal positiven vertikalen Windsherung assoziiert. Dieser Dipol wird
zusammen mit den Westwind-Anomalien in der NAM-Zunahme (Abnahme) Phase stärker
(shwäher). Der obere Teil des Temperatur-Quadrupols zeigt einen Dipol mit einer anomal
warmen (kalten) oberen Strato- und Mesosphäre an den Polen (in den mittleren Breiten)
und ist mit einer anomal negativen vertikalen Windsherung verbunden. Der warme Pol in
Mesosphäre und oberer Stratosphäre verstärkt sih zusammen mit den Ostwind-Anomalien
besonders in der NAM-Abnahmephase und breitet sih nah unten aus.
Unter Anwendung des Impuls-Erhaltungssatzes in der TEM-Formulierung (Transformed
Eulerian Mean) wurde auÿerdem die Dynamik während des starken stratosphärishen
Wirbels analysiert. Die Analyse der Wellen-, Coriolis- und Residualforings aus dem
Impuls-Erhaltungssatz zeigt, dass die NAM-Strukturen der Temperatur, des Windes und
der Geopotential-Höhe, sowie ihre abwärts gerihteten Ausbreitungen, aus der Antwort
der 'Strething Vortiity' auf Änderungen des Coriolisforings und eine quasigeostrophis-
he Anpassung der Troposphäre an diese Änderungen resultieren. Das Coriolis-Foring
wiederum wird durh das Wellen- und das Residualforing verursaht. Persistenz, Zu-
nahme, und abwärtsgerihtete Ausbreitung der NAM-Anomalien werden durh eine Rük-
kopplung zwishen planetaren Wellen und polarem Wirbel verstärkt, die den Westwind
innerhalb des gekoppelten Systems Troposphäre/Stratosphäre beshleunigt. Dabei ver-
stärken sih die anormale äquatorwärts gerihtete Ausbreitung der planetaren Wellen
und der starke polare Wirbel gegenseitig. Abnahme und Modulation der starken NAM-
Anomalien werden dagegen durh zwei negative Rükkopplungen erhöht, die den Westwind
an der oberen und unteren Grenze des gekoppelten Systems Troposphäre/Stratosphäre
verlangsamen: (1) Rükkopplung zwishen polarem Wirbel und Residualforing in der
oberen Stratosphäre und unteren Mesosphäre, die durh das Filtern der Shwerwellen
iv
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durh den polaren Wirbel erklärt werden kann. (2) Rükkopplung zwishen Zonalwind
und der Summe aus Residual- und planetarem Wellenforing.
Eine zeitvershiebende 'Composite' Analyse basierend auf dem 1000hPa-NAMI ('tro-
posphärisher Mode') zeigte, dass tropo- und stratosphärisher NAM zwei vershiedene
Modes sind, die von untershiedlihen Forings angetrieben werden. Im troposphärishen
Mode werden die troposphärishen Westwinde durh starke interne Forings ausgelöst, die
sih innerhalb der Troposphäre in den synoptishen Zeitskalen entwikeln. Dies resultiert
in stärkeren troposphärishen Westwinden. Die Stratosphäre ist für den troposphärishen
Mode ebenfalls wihtig: sie führt zu niederfrequenten Änderungen in der oberen Tro-
posphäre, die mit einer Verstärkung des troposphärishen Wellen-, Coriolis- und Residual-
Forings verbunden sind. Diese Verstärkung des Forings führt dann zu troposphärishen
Zirkulationsanomalien, die zu einer starken anomalen Aufwärtsbewegung führen und damit
zu einem starken Vortex, der a. 4-5 Tage später sein Maximum erreiht. Der starke
Vortex trägt durh den 'Strething Vortiity' Mehanismus und die Rükkopplung zwis-
hen Vortex und planetaren Wellen dazu bei, dass die Westwinde und die Abkühlung in
der Tropo- und Stratosphäre andauern. Die stratosphärishen Westwinde sind im tro-
posphärishen Mode shwäher als im stratosphärishen, da die planetaren Wellen im er-
steren einen wesentlih geringeren Beitrag zu den stratosphärishen Windanomalien leisten
als im stratosphärishen Mode.
v
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0.2 Abstrat
In this study the dynamis of the oupled troposphere/stratosphere system was investigated
using the atmospheri irulation model MAECHAM5/oean mixed layer oupled model.
The fous was on the impat of the stratosphere on the troposphere. The January lima-
tology of the model agrees well with the observations, espeially in the extratropial region
and below the uppermost model levels (where the sponging eet is strong). The dynam-
is that maintains the middle atmospheri irulation in MAECHAM5 is onsistent with
the middle atmospheri dynamis known from previous studies. The three-dimensional
struture of the Northern Annular Mode (NAM) in MAECHMA5 agrees well with that
observed. The NAM dominates not only the variability in but also the ovariability be-
tween troposphere and stratosphere north of 20
◦
N.
A lag omposite analysis based on the 50hPa NAM-Index (NAMI), a measure of the
strength of the 'stratospheri mode', shows that strongly positive stratospheri NAM-
phases are assoiated with strong anomalous westerlies in high latitudes and a temperature
quadrupole between troposphere and lower mesosphere. The lower part of this quadrupole
shows a dipole struture with an anomalous old (warm) polar (mid-latitude) troposphere
and stratosphere and is assoiated with a positive shear of the anomalous westerlies there.
This dipole strengthens (weakens), together with the anomalous westerlies, in the NAM-
inrease (derease) phase. The upper part of the temperature quadrupole shows a oherent
dipole with an anomalous warm (old) polar (mid-latitude) upper stratosphere and low-
ermost mesosphere and is assoiated with a negative shear of the anomalous zonal ow
there. The warm pole in mesosphere and upper stratosphere strengthens and propagates
downward together with anomalous easterlies, espeially in the NAM-derease phase.
The dynamis during strong vortex is analyzed by omputing the wave, residual Cori-
olis, and non-resolved (residual) foring in the Transformed Eulerian Mean formulation
(TEM). NAM temperature, zonal ow and geopotential height patterns and their down-
ward propagation an be explained by the response of the strething vortiity to residual
Coriolis foring hanges, whih are aused by the resolved and non-resolved wave foring,
and by quasigeostrophi adjustment of the troposphere to these hanges. The persis-
tene, inrease, and downward propagation of the NAM-patterns is enhaned mainly by
the planetary wave-vortex feedbak that aelerates the westerlies within the oupled tro-
posphere/stratosphere system. Thereby the strong vortex is strengthened further by the
equatorward propagation of planetary waves and vie versa. The derease and modula-
tion of the strong NAM-anomalies is enhaned by two negative feedbaks that deelerate
the westerlies in the upper and lower boundaries of the oupled troposphere/stratosphere
system. The rst feedbak is a vortex-residual foring feedbak ating in upper strato-
sphere and lower mesosphere and an be explained by the ltering of gravity waves by the
stratospheri jet. The seond feedbak ats near the lower boundary and is driven by both
residual and planetary wave foring.
A lag omposite analysis based on the 1000hPa-NAMI, a measure of the strength of
the 'tropospheri mode', showed that tropospheri and stratospheri NAM are two dif-
ferent modes driven by two dierent forings. In the tropospheri mode the tropospheri
vi
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westerlies are indued by a strong internal wave foring, whih develops inside the tro-
posphere on a synoptial time sale. This results in stronger tropospheri westerlies in
the tropospheri mode. The stratosphere is also important in the tropospheri mode: It
provides the upper troposphere with a low frequeny westerly wind and wind shear and
thus with enhaned baroliniity that are assoiated with an ampliation of the upper
tropospheri wave, Coriolis and residual foring. This foring ampliation leads then to
an inrease of the tropospheri irulation anomalies, whih results in anomalous asent
and ooling in the Arti and thus in a strong vortex that reahes its maximum 4-5 days
later. The strong vortex ontributes, through the strething vortiity mehanism and the
vortex-planetary waves foring, to the persistene of both tropospheri and stratospheri
westerlies and ooling. The stratospheri westerlies are muh weaker in the tropospheri
than in the stratospheri mode due to the muh lower ontribution of the planetary waves
to the stratospheri wind anomalies in the tropospheri mode.
vii
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1 Introdution
1.1 Overview of this study
The purpose of this work is to understand the dynamis of the oupling between tro-
posphere and stratosphere with the help of the middle atmosphere model MAECHAM5
oupled to an oean mixed layer model, whih was used without any external foring.
This makes the interpretation of the results easy, sine the eets on oean dynamis
and/or natural and anthropogeni forings are not onsidered. In this rst hapter
a general introdution into the dierent modes of oupling between troposphere and
stratosphere is given. The fous is on the dynamial mode of the oupling. In the
seond hapter, the auray of MAECHAM5 is desribed by omparing its lima-
tology to observational data and by looking at the onsisteny of its dynamis. The
fous is on the meridional residual irulation and on its foring. In the third hap-
ter, the leading modes of the month-to-month winter variability and ovariability in
the stratosphere/troposphere oupled system are identied. The dominant intrasea-
sonal time sales of the tropospheri and stratospheri NAM are also investigated.
In the fourth hapter the dynamis of the oupled system stratosphere/troposphere
during strong stratospheri Northern Annular Mode -NAM- or vortex (in the fol-
lowing: 'stratospheri mode') are examined. The following fundamental questions
are addressed in hapter four:
• What drives the temperature, wind, and geopotential patterns during strong
stratospheri NAM-phases?
• Whih mehanisms ontrol the strengthening of the polar vortex and its impat
on the troposphere?
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• Whih proesses ontribute to the weakening and deay of the polar vortex?
Finally, in hapter 5, the dynamis of the oupling between troposphere and
stratosphere during strong tropospheri NAM (in the following 'tropospheri mode')
is investigated briey. The fous is on the dierenes between the stratospheri and
tropospheri modes. The results of this study are disussed in hapter 6.
1.2 The vertial struture of the atmosphere
The onventional dividing of the atmosphere is based on the vertial struture of
the temperature eld (Fig. 1.1). The lowermost atmospheri layer is the tropo-
sphere, and it extends from the surfae to the tropopause (10-16 km depending on
latitude). The troposphere is haraterized by a temperature derease with height.
The stratosphere extends from the tropopause to the stratopause (about 50 km) and
is haraterized by a temperature inrease with height. The mesosphere is loated
between stratopause and mesopause (about 80 km) and shows, like the troposphere,
a temperature derease with height. The thermosphere is haraterized by a temper-
ature inrease with height and extends from the mesosphere to about 500 km. The
region between the tropopause and approximately 110km (homopause) is termed
'middle atmosphere'.
The troposphere ontains about 85% of the atmospheri mass and nearly all of the
water vapor. Almost all human ativities and weather phenomena our in this layer.
The strongest absorption of the solar radiation that reahes the troposphere is found
at the surfae. The absorption of the short wave radiation in the free troposphere is
weak, so that the vertial thermal struture of the troposphere results mainly from
the balane among infrared radiative ooling, vertial turbulent transport of sensible
and latent heat from the surfae, and heat transport by synopti eddies. This results
in the maximum tropospheri temperature near the surfae that dereases vertially
with a lapse rate of about 6
◦
C/km, and in low stati stability leading to enhaned
vertial mixing. The term troposphere originates from the Greek word 'tropos',
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whih means 'mixing' and thus reets the main property of the troposphere. The
Figure 1.1: Vertial prole of the temperature as dened in U.S. Standard Atmo-
sphere [1976℄. The tropopause level is represented for mid-latitude on-
ditions. The louds in the tropis extend to about 18 km, whih or-
responds to the tropial tropopause. Figure taken from Brasseur et al.
[1999℄.
thermal struture of the middle atmosphere results mainly from the balane between
the infrared radiative ooling by the stratospheri gases and the radiative heating due
to the absorption of the solar ultraviolet (UV) radiation by ozone. The latter indues
an inrease of the stratospheri temperature with height, whih results in a strong
stati stability suppressing rapid vertial mixing so that horizontal mixing beomes
more important. The term stratosphere stems from the Latin word 'stratum', whih
means 'layered' and reets the layered struture of the stratosphere.
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1.3 The meridional irulation in the middle
atmosphere
The middle atmospheri meridional irulation (Fig. 1.2) results mainly from the
dynamial response to the seasonal radiative heating. The imbalane between the
UV-absorption by ozone and ooling (aused mainly by greenhouse gases) through-
out the middle atmosphere determines to a very large degree the middle atmospheri
Figure 1.2: Shemati streamlines of the meridional residual irulation during
northern winter [After Dunkerton, 1978℄
temperature pattern. The struture of the temperature that results from the radia-
tive equilibrium (without dynamis) shows a strong temperature derease from the
summer to the winter pole e.g. [e.g. Andrews et al., 1987; Holton, 1992℄. This results,
by thermal wind balane, in very strong radiatively indued westerlies (easterlies) in
the winter (summer) hemisphere of the middle atmosphere. The radiatively indued
temperature in the poles deviates strongly from the observed temperature, whih
4
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results from both radiative and dynamial heating.
The role of the middle atmospheri irulation, i.e. dynamis, onsists in the
ompensation of the radiative heating (by vertial motion), a damping of the ra-
diatively indued meridional temperature gradients and a redution of the radia-
tively indued strong zonal ow. In this way, the temperature and zonal ow stru-
tures beome omparable to observations. The middle atmospheri irulation of
the summer pole is dominated by upward motion and thus an adiabati ooling
that ompensates the strong radiative heating and weakens the radiatively indued
meridional temperature gradients and easterlies there. The winter pole part of
the meridional irulation is dominated by downward motion and thus by an adia-
bati warming that ompensates the radiative ooling and weakens the radiatively
indued meridional temperature gradient and westerlies there. A meridional mo-
tion from winter to summer hemisphere is thus indued aross the equator leading
to the so-alled Murgatroyd-Singleton irulation [Murgatroyd and Singleton, 1961;
Dunkerton, 1978℄. This one-ell irulation struture dominates in the upper part
of the middle atmosphere. The lower and middle stratosphere is dominated by
a quasi-symmetri two-ell irulation known as Brewer-Dobson irulation. Both
Brewer-Dobson and Murgatroyd-Singleton irulation are driven by tropospheri
waves that propagate into the middle atmosphere induing a irulation hange
by wave-meanow interations. The Brewer-Dobson irulation is strongest in the
winter pole, where planetary wave ativity is strong.
1.4 The Annular Mode (AM)
The most reent investigations of the oupling between stratosphere and tropo-
sphere use the Annular Mode (AM) [Thompson and Wallae, 1998; 2000; Baldwin
and Dunkerton, 1999℄. The AM in the Northern (Southern) Hemisphere is referred
to as the Northern (Southern) Annular Mode, i.e. NAM (SAM), and dened as
the leading Empirial Orthogonal Funtion (EOF) of the monthly winter geopo-
tential height north of 20◦N (south of 20◦S). The AM pattern is nearly zonally
5
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symmetri. Its struture is haraterized by a meridional dipole in the geopoten-
tial height between the arti basin and the surrounding zonal ring [e.g. Thompson
and Wallae, 1998℄. The Prinipal Component (PC) orresponding to the NAM
(SAM) is alled NAM- (SAM-) Index, i.e. NAMI (SAMI). The NAM at the surfae
is strongly related to the North Atlanti Osillation (NAO) [Thompson and Wal-
lae, 1998℄. The NAM-assoiated zonally averaged zonal wind anomalies show a
north-south dipole struture entered on 40
◦
-45
◦
N; the zonally averaged tempera-
ture shows old (warm) anomalies in the polar stratosphere and upper troposphere
at positive (negative) NAM-phase [Baldwin and Dunkerton, 1999; Thompson and
Wallae, 2000℄. The NAM desribes the strength of the polar vortex, whih is a
large-sale ylone near the winter pole that persists in the middle and upper tro-
posphere and in the stratosphere during the whole winter. Beause of the enhaned
wave ativities, aused by the winter hemispheri distribution of land masses, the
Arti polar vortex is less pronouned and more variable than the Antarti one.
During positive (negative) NAMI, the polar vortex is strong (weak) through onven-
tion, and the jet is shifted poleward (equatorward) [e.g. Limpasuvan and Hartmann,
1999℄. The struture and the amplitude of the AM an be obtained from a model
run in limatologial mode, indiating that it results from the internal atmospheri
dynamis [e.g. Limpasuvan and Hartmann, 1999℄.
1.5 The oupling between troposphere and middle
atmosphere
There are three modes of oupling between middle atmosphere and troposphere that
interat with eah other: A radiative, a dynamial, and a hemial mode (Fig. 1.3).
This study onentrates on the dynamial mode with the fous on the impat of the
middle atmosphere on the troposphere.
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1.5.1 The hemial mode of oupling
The abundane and distribution of ozone, whih is the major soure of the diabati
heating and auses the main temperature distribution in the middle atmosphere, is
determined by a large number of photohemially ative speies. These originate to
a large extent from the troposphere (e.g. oxygen, hydrogen, hlorine and bromine
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Figure 1.3: Shemati representation of the hemial, radiative and dynamial
modes of oupling between the middle atmosphere and troposphere and
their interations with eah other.
ompounds).
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Troposphere and middle atmosphere are oupled hemially through the Stratosphere-
Troposphere Exhange (STE) of the photohemially ative gases. The troposphere
impats the middle atmosphere hemially by the Troposphere-to-Stratosphere Trans-
port of tropospheri gases (TST), while the middle atmosphere impats the tropo-
sphere by the loss of hemial speies through the Stratosphere-to-Troposphere-
Transport (STT). The global sale of STE is due to the Brewer-Dobson irulation
(Fig. 1.2). It transports the tropospheri air, whih reahes the stratosphere by trop-
ial onvetion, into the winter hemisphere and pushes the stratospheri air through
the extratropial tropopause into the troposphere ausing STT. At smaller sales
the STE is dominated by the synopti sale eddy proesses, whih ause a three-
dimensional deformation of the tropopause assoiated with the so-alled tropopause
folds [e.g. Danielsen et al., 1970℄ and lamentation [e.g. Appenzeller et al., 1996℄.
The STE an also our by tropopause erosion through the mesosale exhange in-
side onvetive systems [e.g. Rood et al., 1997℄ and so-alled ut-o ylones [e.g.
Gouget et al., 2000℄. The distribution and formation of photohemial speies and
ozone in the middle atmosphere is determined not only by STE (i.e. STT and TST)
but also by temperature-dependent hemial reations and transport-proesses o-
urring in the middle atmosphere itself. Most of the tropospheri speies that are
transported into the stratosphere by TST are the diret result of emissions at the
earth's surfae mainly by oeans, soils, biosphere and human ativities.
1.5.2 The radiative mode of oupling
The troposphere an inuene the thermal struture of the middle atmosphere ra-
diatively (Fig. 1.3) by infrared radiation originating in the troposphere and also by
the solar radiation baksattered from the surfae and louds. The middle atmo-
sphere, on the other hand, impats the troposphere radiatively by the absorption
and thus the ltering of short wave radiation and the diret emission of infrared
radiation by various trae gases. The radiatively indued temperature is mainly
ontrolled by the abundane and distribution of ozone, whih is determined by the
photohemially ative speies. The seasonal radiative heating is assoiated through
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the thermal wind balane with radiatively indued westerly and easterly jets in the
high latitude winter and summer stratosphere, respetively. In both hemispheres,
the radiatively indued jets are stronger than the observed jets, as desribed above.
1.5.3 The dynamial mode of oupling
1.5.3.1 The dynamial impat of the troposphere on the stratosphere
The troposphere aets the middle atmosphere dynamially in the high and middle
latitudes (Fig. 1.3) through planetary and gravity waves. Both waves propagate
upward and hange the zonal ow in suh a way that the Coriolis fore response
results in the meridional residual irulation shown in Fig 1.2.
The upward propagation of the planetary waves [e.g. Charney and Drazin, 1961;
Matsuno, 1970℄ hanges the zonal mean ow through eddy heat and momentum
uxes. This results in a westward aeleration of the zonal mean ow as well as in
an eastward Coriolis fore and thus in a poleward motion. The net result of these
hanges are the Brewer-Dobson irulation and an adiabati warming by downward
motion, whih weakens the polar vortex and damps the strong radiatively indued
meridional temperature gradient and zonal ow. The planetary waves an be gen-
erated in the troposphere by land-sea heat ontrasts and topography. They break
into the middle atmosphere, if the bakground wind is westerly but, weaker than a
threshold value, and the propagating waves have a large horizontal wavelength. This
so-alled 'Charney-Drazin riterion' an our in the Northern Hemisphere during
the boreal winter, when the stratospheri wind is westerly and the tropospheri
planetary wave ativity is strong.
The wave driven Brewer-Dobson irulation transports the hemial speies from
the tropial troposphere into the winter part of the middle atmosphere and then
downward into the lower stratosphere. This explains the enhaned spring ozone
onentration in the high latitude middle and lower stratosphere. It also explains the
extreme dryness of the stratosphere, sine the tropospheri air is strongly dehydrated
in the extremely old tropial tropopause before reahing the stratosphere.
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One of the most important stratospheri events is the major stratospheri warm-
ing, whih is driven by planetary waves. This event ours typially in the Northern
Hemisphere about every two years, when the wave breaking into the stratosphere is
large enough to drive a strong Brewer-Dobson irulation and thus a strong adia-
bati warming that reverses the stratospheri meridional temperature gradient and
the westerlies into easterlies. The major stratospheri warming was observed in the
Southern Hemisphere in the winter of 2002 for the rst time [e.g. Orsolini et al.,
2005; Krüger et al., 2005℄.
The annual appearane of the Antarti ozone hole in the last deades and its
virtual absene in the arti is related to weaker orography-indued waves in the
Southern ompared to the Northern Hemisphere. The redued wave breaking in the
Antarti stratosphere leads to a weaker Brewer-Dobson irulation and thus to less
adiabati warming by downward motion and a stronger polar vortex. This favors
the older antarti temperatures, less ozone transport into the Antarti and the
formation of the polar stratospheri louds. The latter aelerate the onversion
of the anthropogeni bromine and hlorine from photohemially inative to ative
forms. The net eet is the formation of the Antarti ozone hole in spring, when
the sunlight returns and bromine and hlorine atalyze photohemial reations
that destroy the stratospheri ozone. During the transition from winter westerlies
to summer easterlies the polar vortex breaks up and the Antarti ozone-poor air
is mixed with ozone-rih air from lower latitudes, whih auses a `lling up` of the
ozone hole.
Not only the stationary waves are ative in the middle atmosphere, but also the
transient growing waves, whih are indued by barolini and barotropi instabilities
assoiated with the vertial and horizontal shear of the zonal ow, respetively. The
limatology of the zonal wind in the winter hemisphere is haraterised by a strong
subtropial jet in the troposphere as well as strong westerlies in the mid latitude
stratosphere and mesosphere, with a maximum near the stratopause. This results
in a strong westerly wind shear and thus barolini instability in both stratosphere
and troposphere [e.g. Charney , 1947; Green, 1960; Hartmann, 1979; Strauss, 1981;
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Mehoso and Hartmann, 1982℄. The strong tropospheri vertial wind shear is asso-
iated with a shallow barolini mode alled 'Charney mode', whih has the largest
amplitude in the troposphere and dereases strongly in the lower stratosphere. The
strong stratospheri westerly shear is assoiated with a deep barolini mode alled
'Green Mode', the amplitude of whih shows a very rapid inrease from the tropo-
sphere to the stratosphere. Tanaka and Tokinaga [2002℄ showed that the anomalous
strong high latitude stratospheri vortex is assoiated with a deep barolini mode
alled 'monopole Charney mode' (M1). The M1-mode extends from the troposphere
into the stratosphere and transfers the momentum poleward in suh a way that the
stratospheri jet is strengthened. A positive feedbak between polar vortex and M1-
mode that ontributes to the persistene of the strong polar vortex was proposed
by the same authors. The summer hemisphere is haraterised by strong easterlies
throughout the mid latitude stratosphere and lower mesosphere, with a maximum
near the stratopause. This leads to negative (positive) wind shear and thus to re-
dued (enhaned) baroliniity in the stratosphere (mesosphere). The inversion of
the stratospheri zonal wind and its vertial shear in the summer hemisphere and
during the sudden stratospheri warming (in the northern winter hemisphere) re-
sult in an absene of the barolini mode in the stratosphere [Zhang and Sasamori ,
1985℄. The strong westerly wind shear in the summer mesosphere results in enhaned
barolini wave ativities [e.g. Rodgers and Prada, 1981; Plumb, 1983; Pster , 1985℄.
1.5.3.2 Gravity waves
Gravity waves an be generated by mountain barriers, deep onvetion, and shear
instability of the tropospheri jet. They break non-linearly towards the upper middle
atmosphere due to the exponential inrease of their amplitude with altitude. They
tend to preserve their energy density during their upward propagation and beome
dominant in the mesosphere. Several observational studies show that the major
stratospheri warming is assoiated with a ompensating ooling in the mesosphere
[e.g. Quiroz , 1969; Labitzke, 1972a;b; Hirota and Barnett , 1977℄. The mesospheri
ooling has been attributed to the eet of the gravity wave drag [e.g. Lindzen, 1981;
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Matsuno, 1982; Holton, 1983℄. Although the planetary waves are important for the
stratospheri temperature hange, Holton [1983℄ showed that a realisti warming in
the polar upper stratosphere an be simulated by using only the gravity wave drag,
tuned to ensure a realisti mesosphere. Using observational data, Duk et al. [2001℄
found high gravity wave ativity in the vortex jet after late Deember, whih was
related to a strengthening of the jet. Their alulations suggested that the drag
indued in late Deember drives a warming observed in the vortex ore and weakens
the vortex-jet. They dedued a feedbak mehanism between vortex-jet and gravity
waves that regulates the strength of the arti stratospheri vortex.
1.5.3.3 The dynamial impat of the middle atmosphere on the troposphere
While the dynamial impat of the troposphere on the middle atmosphere through
planetary and gravity waves has been well aepted, there are still many debates
about the impat of the middle atmosphere on the troposphere. Many observational
and model studies show an impat of the stratosphere on the tropospheri irula-
tion. One of the rst to present evidene of this was Quiroz [1977℄, who showed
that a large inrease of the tropospheri temperature was assoiated with the sud-
den stratospheri warming of 1976-1977. The downward propagation of the low
frequeny signal of the zonally averaged zonal wind was shown e.g. by Kodera et al.
[1990℄. Baldwin and Dunkerton [1999℄ showed that the NAM anomalies rst appear
in the stratosphere and then propagate downward into the troposphere on time
sales of few weeks. The tropospheri anomalies indued persist up to two months
after the extreme stratospheri irulation anomalies [e.g. Baldwin and Dunkerton,
2001℄. Baldwin et al. [2003℄ used an empirial statistial model to demonstrate the
possibility of extended-range foreasts of the NAM at the surfae (alled Arti
Osillation, AO). They showed that the best extended-range predition of the AO
ours in winter using the lower stratospheri NAM as preditor. The low frequeny
NAM at 150hPa aounted for 20% of the variane of the AO in the time lags of 10 to
40 days and was a better preditor of the AO than the AO itself. The stratospheri
inuene on the troposphere was shown in both relatively simple models and more
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omplex general irulation models [Boville, 1984; Christiansen, 2001; Polvani and
Kushner , 2002; Norton, 2003℄.
Three dierent mehanisms have been proposed to explain the dynamial impat
of the stratosphere on the troposphere. The rst mehanism is the diret inu-
ene on tropospheri wind and temperature of the stratospheri potential vortiity
hange. Blak [2002℄ used the quasi-geostrophi pieewise potential vortiity inver-
sion to show the foring of tropospheri wind anomalies by loalized stratospheri
potential vortiity anomalies. A strong stratospheri polar vortex is assoiated with
enhaned positive stratospheri potential vortiity anomalies, whih ause both a
rise of the tropopause and strething of the tropospheri olumn at the pole [e.g.
Ambaum and Hoskins, 2002℄ resulting in a lower pressure and an inrease of the tro-
pospheri westerlies. This mehanism explains how tropospheri wind anomalies an
be generated by stratospheri potential vortiity anomalies. A strong polar vortex
is also assoiated with an enhaned anomalous equatorward propagation of tropo-
spheri planetary waves, whih means less wave breaking in the stratospheri jet and
thus its strengthening [e.g. Ambaum and Hoskins, 2002℄. An equivalent approah
to the non-loal eet of the potential vortiity inversion is the 'downward ontrol'
shown by Haynes et al. [1991℄ and Holton et al. [1995℄. In this mehanism, the
meridional irulation is non-loally ontrolled by wave-indued foring and short-
wave heating. At timesales greater than the radiative damping timesale of the
stratosphere (about 10 days), the wave-indued foring beomes more important
than the short-wave heating, and the non-loally indued meridional irulation be-
omes deeper and narrower. The seond proposed mehanism is the indiret eet of
the refration index on the wave propagation. The hange of the low stratospheri
polar vortex indues a hange of the tropospheri vertial wind shear and of the
vertial and meridional wind urvature, and thus a hange in wave refration [Hart-
mann et al., 2000; Lorenz and Hartmann, 2003℄. This aets both the tropospheri
and the stratospheri zonal wind. The third mehanism is the vertial reetion of
the Rossby waves in the upper stratosphere into the troposphere [e.g. Perlwitz and
Harnik , 2003; 2004℄. Here a reeting surfae, whih results from the vertial wind
urvature, is formed around 5hPa, if the polar night jet peaks.
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None of the proposed mehanisms inlude the impat of the upper stratosphere
and mesosphere. There is observational evidene of a ompensating ooling in
the mesosphere during the sudden stratospheri warming [Quiroz , 1969; Labitzke,
1972a;b; Hirota and Barnett , 1977℄, whih has been attributed to the gravity wave
drag [Lindzen, 1981; Matsuno, 1982; Holton, 1983℄. The impat of suh ompensat-
ing mesospheri temperature hanges on the stratosphere-troposphere oupling has
not yet been onsidered.
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s of the middle
atmosphere in MAECHAM5
This hapter examines the auray of the MAECHAM5 model used to understand
the dynamis of the oupling between troposphere and middle atmosphere. First,
the model is ompared with observations and then the onsisteny of its dynamis
in the middle atmosphere is investigated. The fous is on the meridional residual
irulation and its foring agents.
2.1 Model and observational data
2.1.1 Model
The following results are based on a 45-years simulation performed with the Mid-
dle Atmospheri version of the ECHAM5 general irulation model (MAECHAM5)
oupled to an oean mixed layer model. MAECHAM5 is an atmospheri model de-
veloped to simulate the general irulation of troposphere, stratosphere, and lower
mesosphere. The vertial domain ranges from the surfae to 0.01 hPa (about 80km)
and allows the investigation of the impats of the evolution of the upper strato-
sphere and the lower mesosphere on the life yle of the polar vortex. Dierenes
between the standard ECHAM5 and MAECHAM5 inlude: The vertial resolution
and the loation of the model top, the parameterization of the momentum ux due
to gravity waves, and a few modiations in the representation of the horizontal
diusion. Both MAECHAM and ECHAM exist in two yles, 4 and 5, respetively.
A detailed desription of the ECHAM4 model is given by Roekner et al. [1996℄. A
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desription as well as a limatology of ECHAM5 are given by Roekner et al. [2003℄
and Roekner et al. [2004℄. A summary of the MAECHAM4 model parameteriza-
tions and the model struture is given by Manzini and MFarlane [1998℄. We used
the model with a T42 horizontal resolution and 39 levels in the vertial.
The mixed layer (ML) oean ie model has a 50m onstant depth and a seasonally
varying Q-ux. The model heat budget is alulated separately for ie-free and
ie-overed regions. The distributions of ozone, well-mixed greenhouse gases, and
aerosols are presribed from the limatology, and the solar eet is inluded only
in the seasonal time sales. In this way, several external natural and anthropogeni
forings aeting the atmosphere on inter-annual and interdeadal time sales were
exluded.
2.1.2 Observational data (SPARC)
The MAECHAM5-January limatology of the zonally averaged zonal wind and tem-
perature is validated using the 'Stratospheri Proesses And their Role in Climate'
(SPARC) limatology (SPARC Report No.3). The temperature in the SPARC data
set is derived using the United Kingdom Meteorologial Oe's (UKMO) analysis
over 1000-1.5hPa, ombined with the 'Halogen Oultation Experiment' (HALOE)
temperature between 50
◦
S-50
◦
N and over 1.5-0.0046hPa (about 85km). The meso-
spheri temperature poleward of 50
◦
N and 50
◦
S is derived from the Mirowave
Limb Sounder (MLS) limatology. The UKMO analysis onsists in a stratosphere-
troposphere version of the UK Meteorologial Oe data assimilation system [Swin-
bank and O'Neill , 1994℄ that has been used sine Otober 1991 to produe daily
stratospheri data. The HALOE instrument on the Upper Atmosphere Researh
Satellite (UARS) provides temperatures in the altitude range of about 45-85 km
[Russell et al., 1993; Hervig et al., 1996℄. The MLS instrument is also set on UARS
[Fishbein et al., 1996℄. The data are obtained from a retrieval desribed in Wu et al.
[2003℄. The valid altitude range is 20-90 km, with large unertainties at the two
ends. The monthly zonal wind limatology of the SPARC data (over 0-85 km) is
derived from the 'Referene Atmosphere Projet' (URAP) [Swinbank and Ortland ,
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2003℄, whih is based primarily on UKMO, UARS and 'High Resolution Doppler
Imager' (HRDI) [Hays et al., 2003℄ data. In order to provide smooth monthly esti-
mates, the harmoni analysis of the available time series over 1992-1997 was used,
inluding annual and semi-annual harmoni omponents.
2.2 The Transformed Eulerian Mean (TEM)
formulation of the momentum budget
The Transformed Eulerian Mean (TEM) formulation of the momentum and heat
budget [e.g. Andrews et al., 1987; Holton, 1992℄ provides all forings driving the
hange of the zonally averaged wind and temperature. The momentum budget
in the quasigeostrophi form of the TEM-formulation (equation 2.1) was used to
test the dynamis of MAECHAM5 that maintains the wind limatology and drives
the residual meridional irulation and thus the temperature deviations from the
radiative equilibrium. Beause of the small Rossby number, the quasigeostrophi
ow evolves slowly ompared to the rotation period of the earth. In the quasi-
geostrophi approximation, the horizontal aeleration and advetion are supposed
to be geostrophi, and the vertial advetion is negleted. Near the strong jet the
three-dimensional wind beomes stronger, and the non-quasigeostrophi omponents
in the primitive equations beome important.
u¯t = f v¯∗ + (a cos φ)
−1∇ · F + X¯ (2.1)
v¯∗ = v¯ −
(
v′θ′
θ¯p
)
p
and ω¯∗ = ω¯ +
1
a cosφ
(
cosφ
v′θ′
θ¯p
)
φ
(2.2)
F φ = −a cosφ u′v′ and F p = af cosφ
(
v′θ′
θp
)
(2.3)
In these equations t, φ, and p denote time, latitude, and pressure, and subsripts
denote derivations, respetively. The bars denote the zonal mean, the prime denotes
the deviation from the zonal mean. u¯ is the zonal mean of the zonal wind, T the
zonal mean of the temperature, and v¯∗ (ω¯∗) the horizontal (vertial) residual veloity.
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The vetor F is the Eliassen-Palm-Flux (EP-ux), F φ and F p the meridional and
vertial omponents of the EP-ux, f the Coriolis parameter, κ=R/Cp = 2/7. θ is
the potential temperature and a is the earth's radius.
The rst term on the right side of equation (2.1) is the residual Coriolis foring,
and the seond term is the wave foring. The residual Coriolis foring strengthens
(weakens) the westerlies by poleward (equatorward) motion and the wave foring
strengthens (weakens) the westerlies by the divergene (onvergene) of the EP-ux.
The third term is the residual foring, whih was omputed from zonal averaged
wind tendeny, Coriolis foring, wave foring and advetion terms [e.g. Andrews
et al., 1987; Holton, 1992℄. In this way, the residual foring inludes all non-resolved
forings suh as gravity wave drag, foring of non-quasigeostrophi EP-ux and fri-
tional foring. The orographi gravity wave drag in MAECHAM5 is parameterized
using Lott and Miller [1997℄, as in ECHAM5. Unlike ECHAM5, MAECHAM5 ad-
ditionally inludes the parameterization of the momentum ux deposition from the
spetrum of non-orographi gravity waves [Hines, 1997b;a℄. Both orographi and
non-orographi gravity wave drag depend on the vertial struture of the bakground
wind. The fritional foring is important near the surfae.
2.3 The struture of the zonally averaged zonal
wind and temperature
Fig. 2.1 shows the radiatively indued temperature in the middle atmosphere in mid-
January from a radiative-onvetive-photohemial model [Fels, 1985℄. Fig. 2.2a(1)
(2.2b(1)) shows the January limatology of the zonally averaged temperature (zonal
wind) from the MAECHAM5 simulation, and Fig. 2.2a(2) (2.2b(2)) shows the
orresponding SPARC observational data.
The radiatively determined temperature of the middle atmosphere in Fig. 2.1 is
aused only by the imbalane between infrared radiative ooling (due to emissions
by the middle atmospheri gases) and short-wave radiative heating (due to the
absorption of the solar ultraviolet (UV) radiation by ozone). This temperature
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shows a strong seasonal dependene, with maximum heating in the summer pole
(due mainly to the absorption of the solar radiation by ozone) and maximum ooling
in the winter pole (due mainly to the longwave emission by the middle atmospheri
gases inluding ozone). The struture of the radiatively determined temperature
shows an almost uniform derease from the summer to the winter pole.
Figure 2.1: The radiatively determined temperature in mid-January from a
radiative-onvetive-photohemial model that was driven by the annual
yle. The tropospheri lapse rate was set to 6.5
◦K/km. The loudiness
and ozone below 25 km were presribed at the annual mean values. The
ozone above 25 km was omputed by a detailed photohemial model.
Figure taken from Fels [1985℄.
Although the temperature and wind strutures in the MAECHAM5 simulation
and observational data are quite similar in most regions, there are some dierenes,
espeially in the uppermost model levels where the nudging is strong and the ver-
tial resolution is low. In several regions, the temperature in both MAECHAM5
and observational data diers strongly from that in Fig. 2.1. The reversed temper-
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ature gradient near the summer and winter poles between upper stratosphere and
mesosphere an be seen only in the observations and MAECHAM5 and an thus
be attributed to dynamial and not radiative proesses. The middle atmosphere
near the summer pole is muh older and near the winter pole muh warmer than
the radiative equilibrium. Large dierenes from the radiative equilibrium an also
be seen in the equatorial stratosphere, with muh warmer temperatures than the
radiatively determined on . The dynamis damp hene the radiatively determined
temperature gradient and thus the zonal ow.
The struture of the zonally averaged zonal wind simulated by MAECHAM5 is
quite similar to that observed. It shows a strong easterly (westerly) jet in the
summer (winter) hemisphere near the stratopause that results from the prevailing
temperature strutures by thermal wind balane. Westerly subtropial jets are seen
in both the summer and winter troposphere and are omparable in both loation
and strength in the MAECHAM5 and observational data.
In summary, muh older (warmer) temperatures are present in the summer (win-
ter) pole than expeted from radiative equilibrium throughout the middle atmo-
sphere. In the equatorial stratosphere, the temperatures are also lower than the
radiative equilibrium, and the zonal ow is in thermal wind balane with the tem-
perature in both data sets.
2.4 The struture of the meridional residual
irulation in MAECHAM5
Fig. 2.3a shows the January limatology of the meridional residual irulation from
the MAECHAM5-simulation. Fig. 2.3b shows the net adiabati temperature hange
assoiated with the vertial motion. The MAECHAM5-model reprodues the most
important features of the middle atmospheri meridional residual irulation exept
for the uppermost model levels. It shows the lower part of the Murgatroyd-Singleton
irulation [Murgatroyd and Singleton, 1961; Dunkerton, 1978℄, whih is harater-
ized by one global ell-struture between the upper stratosphere and mesosphere
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a) Zonally averaged temperature in MAECHAM5 (1) and SPARC-Data (2)
b) Zonally averaged zonal wind in MAECHAM5 (1) and SPARC-Data (2)
Figure 2.2: a(1) and a(2) represent the January limatology of the zonally averaged
temperature in MAECHAM5 and SPARC-data, respetively. The on-
tour interval is 10 ◦K (to allow omparison with Fig. 2.1). Dark grey
(no) shading indiates positive (negative) temperature values in
◦C. b(1)
and b(2) represent the January limatology of the zonally averaged zonal
wind in MAECHAM5 and SPARC-data, respetively. The ontour in-
terval is 10 m/s for values above (below) 10 (-10) m/s, and 2 m/s for
values between -10 and 10 (m/s)/day. Dark grey (no) shading indiates
positive (negative) wind values.
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showing an upward motion in the summer hemisphere, a meridional motion from
the summer into the winter pole aross the equator and downward motion in the
high latitudes of the winter hemisphere.
The model also reprodues the Brewer-Dobson irulation, whih is haraterised
by a quasi-symmetri two-ell irulation struture showing a rising of equatorial
air into the lower and middle stratosphere, a poleward transport of this air and a
subsidene near both poles. The winter hemispheri branh of the Brewer-Dobson
irulation is muh deeper and stronger than the summer hemispheri part.
The struture of the meridional residual irulation in the troposphere is hara-
terised by a quasi symmetri four-ell struture showing two ells in eah hemisphere.
The tropospheri ells in the winter hemisphere are muh stronger and deeper than
in the summer hemisphere.
The deep onvetion in the equatorial troposphere joins the upward branh of
the Brewer-Dobson irulation. The latter transports the tropospheri air fur-
ther into the winter pole and then down into the troposphere aross the high lat-
itude tropopause. The stratospheri residual irulation is thus assoiated with
Troposphere-Stratosphere-Transport (TST) in the equatorial region and Stratosphere-
Troposphere-Transport (STT) in the high latitudes. Hene, it indues Troposphere-
Stratosphere-Exhange (TSE) and mixing on a global sale. TSE and mixing of tro-
pospheri and stratospheri air masses an also our on regional sales, espeially
by synopti weather patterns that are assoiated with the tropospheri Rossby wave
ativity [Holton et al., 1995℄ and the oexistene of surfae old and warm fronts
entered at low pressure. The old front is assoiated with an equatorward motion
near the surfae, whih advets old polar air southwards and is ompensated by
poleward motion near the tropopause. This poleward motion leads to an intrusion of
ozone-poor tropospheri air from the upper troposphere into the lowermost strato-
sphere and thus to TST. The warm front, on the other hand, is assoiated with
a poleward motion near the surfae, whih advets warm equatorial air poleward
and is ompensated by an equatorward motion near the tropopause. This leads
to an intrusion of the ozone-rih stratospheri air from the lowermost stratosphere
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a) Meridional residual irulation (January)
b) Adiabati temperature hange by vertial motion (January)
Figure 2.3: (a) January MAECHAM5-limatology of the meridional residual iru-
lation in stream representation. The residual irulation was omputed
in pressure oordinates. The vertial residual veloity was saled by the
density and then multiplied by −1. b) Adiabati temperature hange by
vertial motion. The ontour interval is 5 (◦K/s)/day for values above
(below) 10 (-10) (◦K/s)/day, and 2 (◦K/s)/day for values between -10
and 10 (◦K/s)/day. Dark (light) grey shading indiates values greater
(smaller) than 0.5 (-0.5) (◦K/s)/day.
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into the upper troposphere and thus to STT. The TSE by synopti waves is known
as 'tropopause folds', sine the tropopause is destroyed by the assoiated mixing
proesses.
The role of the middle atmospheri irulation (i.e. dynamis) an be seen in
Fig. 2.3b, whih shows the adiabati temperature hange by vertial motion. As ex-
peted, the upward motion in the summer stratosphere and mesosphere is assoiated
with an adiabati ooling that damps the radiative heating due to the absorption
of solar radiation by ozone. The downward motion in the winter troposphere and
stratosphere is assoiated with an adiabati warming that damps the radiative ool-
ing due to the emission of infrared radiation by atmospheri gases. The tropial
deep onvetion between troposphere and lower stratosphere is assoiated with a
strong adiabati ooling that ompensates the strong latent heat release. The up-
welling in the Tropial-Tropopause-Layer (TTL) leads, depending on the strength of
tropial onvetion and Brewer-Dobson irulation, to extremely low temperatures
enhaning the dehydratation of air and explaining the dryness of the TTL.
2.5 The forings driving MAECHAM5 meridional
residual irulation
The quasigeostrophi TEM formulation of the momentum budget provides the most
important forings that drive the global meridional residual irulation. The merid-
ional residual Coriolis foring responds to the wave and residual foring so that the
momentum remains onserved (Equation 2.1). The response of the Coriolis foring
results in a meridional movement and thus, by ontinuity, in vertial motion; these
too together determine the struture of the meridional residual irulation.
Fig. 2.4 shows the January limatologies of the planetary wave (Fig. 2.4(1)),
residual (Fig. 2.4(2)) and residual Coriolis (Fig. 2.4(3)) foring. Fig. 2.4(4) shows
the EP-ux vetor in stream representation and as vetor. The residual foring
inludes fritional, gravity and non-quasigeostrophi wave foring. While the fri-
tional foring is important near the surfae, gravity and non-quasigeostrophi wave
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foring are important in the free atmosphere.
The middle atmospheri planetary wave foring is strong and deelerates the west-
erlies only in the high latitude winter hemisphere (Fig. 2.4(1)). In this region the
wave ativity, as shown by the EP-ux (Fig. 2.4(4)), is enhaned. The upward ver-
tial omponent of the EP-ux is assoiated with an equatorward eddy-transport
of the westerly momentum. The poleward meridional omponent of the EP-ux is
assoiated with a poleward eddy heat transport (equation 2.3). The net eet is
the deeleration of the westerlies by planetary wave foring as shown in Fig 2.4(1).
This result is onsistent with the 'Charney-Drazin riterion', in whih the planetary
waves break into the middle atmosphere and hange the zonal ow there, if the
bakground stratospheri wind is westerly. As shown in Fig. 2.2, this ondition
ours only in the winter hemisphere. The enhaned easterly planetary wave foring
in the lower and middle winter-stratosphere is assoiated with a westerly residual
Coriolis foring in suh a way that the momentum remains onserved. The westerly
Coriolis drag in turn indues a meridional motion from the equator into the winter
pole and thus, by ontinuity, the Brewer-Dobson irulation shown in Fig. 2.3.
The residual foring between upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere (Fig. 2.4(2))
is due mainly to the non-orographi gravity wave drag [Fig. 2.5, omputed after
Hines, 1997b;a℄. It is similar to the struture shown by Holton [1983℄, whih is
haraterised by an enhaned negative drag in the winter and a positive drag in the
summer hemisphere, showing the strongest values in the uppermost mesosphere.
The eet and struture of the gravity wave drag in the middle atmosphere an be
understood with the help of the basi gravity wave parameterization by Lindzen
[1981℄. Aording to this parameterization, the gravity wave drag is proportional to(
− (u¯− c) + 3H ¯(u)z
)
; where c is the phase veloity. In the mesosphere and upper
stratosphere, the gravity waves with westerly (easterly) phase speed are absorbed
in the regions with westerly (easterly) bakground wind. In this way almost only
gravity waves with easterly (westerly) phase speed break into the winter (summer)
mesosphere and upper stratosphere. The gravity wave drag thus depends on phase
speed, strength, and vertial struture of the bakground zonal ow. The strong
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Planetary wave (1) and residual foring (2)
Residual Coriolis foring (3) and EP-ux vetor (4)
Figure 2.4: The January limatology of (1) planetary wave foring, (2) residual for-
ing, and (3) residual Coriolis foring in MAECHAM5. The foring in-
terval is 10 (m/s)/day for values above (below) 10 (-10) (m/s)/day, and
2 (m/s)/day for values between -10 and 10 (m/s)/day. Light (dark)
shading indiates values less (greater) than −0.5 (+0.5) (m/s)/day . (4)
shows the EP-ux vetor in both stream and vetor representations.
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Non-orographi gravity wave drag
    
Figure 2.5: The January limatology of the non-orographi gravity wave drag [after
Hines parameterization, 1997a;b℄ in MAECHAM5. The foring inter-
val is 10 (m/s)/day for values above (below) 10 (-10) (m/s)/day, and
2 (m/s)/day for values between -10 and 10 (m/s)/day. Light (dark)
shading indiates values less (greater) than −0.5 (+0.5) (m/s)/day.
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westerlies and the negative wind shear above the stratospheri jet in the winter
hemisphere (Fig 2.2) are assoiated with enhaned negative wave drag in the meso-
sphere and upper stratosphere by both the rst (−u¯) and third (3H ¯(u)z) terms of
Lindzen's parameterization. Sine the gravity waves with westerly phase speed are
ltered and those with easterly phase speed break into the winter mesosphere and
upper stratosphere, the phase speed term (c) is also assoiated with a negative grav-
ity wave drag. This explains the enhaned negative residual foring that weakens
the strong radiatively indued westerlies. A strong positive Coriolis drag is indued
in the winter mesosphere and upper stratosphere in suh a way that both stationary
and gravity wave drag are balaned. The strong positive Coriolis foring is in turn
assoiated with an enhaned meridional motion into the winter pole, whih leads,
by ontinuity, to downward motion in the polar mesosphere and upper stratosphere.
This explains the winter hemispheri branh of the Murgatroyd-Singleton residual
irulation. The net eet is an adiabati warming by downward motion that oun-
terats the radiatively indued ooling near the winter pole. The ontribution of the
residual foring by the gravity wave drag to the winter branh of the Murgatroyd-
Singleton residual irulation and to the resulting adiabati warming is muh larger
than that of the stationary waves. This ontribution shows the importane of the
gravity wave drag in the upper stratosphere, and it is onsistent with Holton [1983℄,
who showed that a realisti warming in the polar upper stratosphere an be simu-
lated by using only gravity wave drag, tuned to ensure a realisti mesosphere.
The strong easterlies and the resulting positive wind shear above the summer
stratospheri jet (Fig. 2.2) are assoiated with an enhaned positive gravity wave
drag. Sine the gravity waves with easterly phase speed are ltered and those with
westerly phase speed break into the summer mesosphere and upper stratosphere, the
phase speed term is also assoiated with positive gravity wave drag. This explains
the enhaned positive residual foring in the summer mesosphere and upper strato-
sphere (Fig. 2.4(2)), whih weakens the strong radiatively indued easterlies and
drives a strong negative Coriolis drag (Fig. 4.2(3)). The easterly Coriolis drag is
in turn assoiated with an equatorward motion near the summer pole, whih leads,
by ontinuity, to upward motion in the polar mesosphere and upper stratosphere.
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This explains the summer hemispheri branh of the Murgatroyd-Singleton residual
irulation. The net eet is an adiabati ooling by upward motion that weakens
the radiatively indued warming near the summer pole. The residual foring be-
tween the troposphere and stratosphere an be explained by other eets suh as
the non-quasigeostrophi omponent of the EP-ux and the orographi gravity wave
drag, whih also depends on the vertial struture of the bakground wind above
the wave soure [Lott and Miller , 1997℄.
In summary, the dynamis that maintains the middle atmospheri irulation in
MAECHAM5 is onsistent with previous studies. In aordane with the Charney-
Drazin riterion, the planetary waves propagate up- and poleward in the winter
hemisphere into the high latitude middle atmosphere and deelerate the strong
radiatively indued westerlies. This results in a poleward motion and drives the
Brewer-Dobson irulation. Both planetary waves and residual foring ontribute
to the winter part of the Murgatroyd-Singleton residual irulation. The strong
residual foring in the winter mesosphere and upper stratosphere an be explained
by the gravity wave drag, whih ontributes muh more to the Murgatroyd-Singleton
irulation than the planetary wave drag. The summer branh of the Murgatroyd-
Singleton residual irulation is indued exlusively by the residual foring, whih
an be explained mainly by the gravity wave drag.
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3 The leading statistial modes in
the Northern Hemisphere
In this hapter the three-dimensional struture of the leading modes of the intrasea-
sonal variability and ovariability in the stratosphere/troposphere oupled system
will be examined. The fous is on the winter season, where the oupling between
troposphere and stratosphere through enhaned wave ativity is strong. The dom-
inant time sales of the leading mode of the intraseasonal variability will also be
investigated.
3.1 Methods
First, the statistial methods used in this study are desribed. Additionally, a list of
referenes for detailed desriptions and appliations of these methods is given. More
detailed desriptions of the multivariate methods used an be found in von Storh
and Zwiers [1999℄ and von Storh and Navarra [1995℄.
3.1.1 Empirial Orthogonal Funtion (EOF) analysis
The EOF analysis, also known as Prinipal Component Analysis (PCA), is one of
the multivariate tehniques most often used. It provides a ompat desription of
the spatial strutures in terms of orthogonal funtion or spatial modes. In general,
most of the variane of multivariate time series an be explained by the rst few
EOFs. EOF analysis is used here to nd the dominant mode of geopotential height
variability north of 20
◦
N, known as the Northern Annular Mode (NAM). EOF anal-
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ysis an also be used to redue the spatial degrees of freedom of multivariate time
series. It was rst introdued in uid dynamis by Lorenz [1957℄, and has been
widely applied in limate researh. The input of the EOF-analysis are the realiza-
tions
~Xt at dierent times t = 1, 2...., N of the M-dimensional random vetor ~X (in
our ase M represents the number of grid points). The realizations ~X t of eld ~X
are represented by the N ×M matrix
X = ( ~X1 | ~X2 | ..... | ~XN) =


→ t : time
x1,1 x1,2 .. x1,N
x2,1 x2,1 .. x2,N
. . .. .
. . .. .
xM,1 xM,2 .. xM,N


↓ l : locations (3.1)
having the vetors
~X t in its rows. The EOF analysis yields at eah mode k the
eigenvalues λk and eigenvetors ~pk of the ovariane matrix RXX of ~X. The time
oeients ak(t) are obtained by projeting the original data on the ~pk. The eigen-
vetors ~pk are alled EOFs, and the time oeients are alled Prinipal Components
(PCs). The eigenvalue λk measures the amount of variane explained by mode k.
3.1.2 Singular Value Deomposition (SVD)
Singular Value Deomposition, also alled Maximum Covariane Analysis (MCA),
was developed to investigate the ovariability of two multivariate elds. It has been
also widely used in limate researh [e.g. Wallae et al., 1992; Bretherton et al.,
1992℄. This tehnique maximizes the ovariane between two input elds, and it was
used here to investigate the oupling between troposphere and stratosphere. The
input les of the SVD-analysis are the realizations
~Xt and ~Yt of the M-dimensional
random vetors
~X and ~Y at times t = 1, 2...., N . For eah mode k, the output of
this method is: The left and right vetors ~pXk and ~p
Y
k , the singular value γk, and
the left and right oeients aXk (t) and a
Y
k (t). The left and right vetors and the
singular values are omputed from the left and right singular vetors and from the
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singular values using the SVD deomposition of the ross ovariane matrix RXY
between
~X and ~Y , respetively. The singular value γk measures the amount of the
explained squared ovariane between the two input elds. The pattern ~pXk of vetor
~X an be interpreted as the struture of eld ~X that is maximally oupled to ~Y ;
the patterns ~pYk of vetor
~Y an be interpreted as the struture of eld ~Y that is
maximally oupled to
~X. The strength of the oupling between the two elds ~X
and
~Y is given by the orrelation between the time oeients aXk (t) and a
Y
k (t).
3.1.3 Wavelet analysis
Wavelet analysis is a two-dimensional time-frequeny spetral analysis. Compared
to lassial spetral analysis, whih omputes the spetrum as a funtion of frequeny
only, wavelet analysis enables the investigation of the loal power as a funtion of
both time and frequeny (or period). This analysis an thus detet the time evolution
of the loal power at eah frequeny and hene the non-stationary behavior of a time
series. Several geophysial studies deal with the appliation of wavelet analysis [e.g.
Wang and Wang , 1996; Lau and Weng , 1995; Torrene and Compo, 1998℄. The
loal power |Wab|
2
at the time sale a and time b (displaement) is the square of the
magnitude of the omplex funtion Wab dened as onvolution of the time series xt
with the wavelet ψ :
Wab =
N∑
t=1
xtψ
∗
(
t− b
a
)
t = 1, .., N,
where
∗
desribes the omplex onjugate. The time sale a desribes the period
of the osillation. Here the so-alled Morlet wavelet is used, whih is sinusoidal of
period a and modulated by a Gaussian funtion. The latter enables the loalization
of the loal power.
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3.2 The leading modes of the intraseasonal
variability
3.2.1 The Northern Annular Mode (NAM)
An EOF analysis of the monthly geopotential height anomalies north of 20
◦
N in win-
ter (JFM) was performed at dierent levels between troposphere and stratosphere.
The data were weighted using the square of the osine of the latitude before om-
puting the EOFs. All monthly anomalies were obtained by removing the monthly
limatology. The rst EOF-mode at eah level desribes the Northern Annular Mode
(NAM) of this level. The daily NAM-index at eah level is omputed by projeting
the daily geopotential height anomalies on the orresponding NAM pattern. All
daily anomalies used in this thesis were obtained by removing the limatology of
30-day low pass ltered data from the daily data.
The vertial proles of the varianes explained by the rst four EOF-modes are
shown in Fig. 3.1. Fig. 3.2 shows the NAM pattern at dierent levels. About 37%
of the entire variane is explained by the rst EOF mode at the surfae. This value
dereases to the minimum of about 29% in the middle troposphere and inreases
strongly with height to about 77% in the middle stratosphere.
The seond EOF mode explains about 11% of the variane at the surfae. This
value remains almost onstant in the whole troposphere, dereases slightly with
height to about 8% at the lowermost stratosphere, and inreases again to about
14% at 1hPa. The third EOF mode explains about 10% of the variane at the
surfae and has a similar vertial struture as the seond EOF mode. The fourth
mode is important only in the lower troposphere, with an explained variane of 8%
at the surfae.
The rst EOF-mode of the geopotential height north of 20
◦
N, whih represents
the NAM, explains the most variane in both troposphere and stratosphere and is
thus the most important Northern Hemispheri mode. This mode explains muh
more variane in the stratosphere than in the troposphere.
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Figure 3.1: Vertial proles of the explained variane by the rst (red), seond
(blak), third (green), and fourth (blue) EOF-modes of the geopoten-
tial height north of 20◦N .
The vertial and horizontal struture of the NAM-patterns (Fig 3.2) are quite
similar to the observational patterns shown by Thompson and Wallae [1998; 2000℄
and Baldwin and Dunkerton [1999℄. The NAM-pattern is almost barotropi and
zonally symmetri. It is haraterized by a meridional dipole in the geopotential
height, with opposite polarity over the Arti and the midlatitudes. By onven-
tion, the positive pole is taken over the Arti so that a positive NAMI desribes
strong westerlies. While the strong NAM-anomalies show a loalized struture in
the troposphere, the NAM-anomalies in the stratosphere are more annular.
Sine the vertial and horizontal struture of the NAM are obtained from a gen-
eral irulation model oupled to an oean mixed layer model without any exter-
nal foring, the NAM results from the internal dynamis of the oupled system
atmosphere-oean. However, the NAM may be strongly inuened by both external
and internal forings, like Quasi Biannual Osillation (QBO), solar yle, volano
eruptions, and ENSO. The strong sensitivity of the middle atmosphere to the dif-
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Figure 3.2: Vertial struture of the NAM (in m), whih is the leading mode of the
geopotential height north of 20◦N . Shading indiates positive anomalies.
The strutures are given at 1, 2, 5, 10, 50, 100, 300, 500; and 1000hPa
levels.
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ferent forings, the non-linear nature of the atmospheri dynamis, and the lak of
long-term measurements make the understanding of the eet of individual external
forings very diult. The ENSO impat on the NAO and Europe was studied e.g.
by Brönnimann et al. [2004℄, Brönnimann [2006℄, and Brönnimann et al. [2007℄. The
tropial-extratropial interation through the QBO-vortex onnetion was investi-
gated e.g. by Holton and Tan [1980℄. In both ases a hange in wave propagation
and thus in the Brewer-Dobson irulation, whih eventually leads to a hange in the
stratospheri NAM, seems to be important. The latter hange an then propagate
downward and impat the troposphere over both Pai and Atlanti setors.
3.2.2 The dominant time sales of the intraseasonal NAM
variability
Fig. 3.3 shows the loal wavelet power of the daily NAMI at 1000, 200 and 10hPa
for winter. The loal wavelet power was rst omputed for eah winter and then
averaged over all winter seasons. The NAM at 10hPa is dominated by low frequeny
variability (period above 40 days) over the whole winter season. Singular Spetrum
Analysis (SSA) shows that the low frequeny time sales explain about 92% of the
winter variane at 10hPa. The stratospheri wavelet power shows also onsiderable
variability at quasistationary time sales (periods between 15 and 40 days). The
dominane of low frequeny time sales in the stratosphere reets the large-sale
and hemispheri struture of stratospheri irulation and its variability . The low
frequeny power spetrum is muh smaller in the troposphere. The low frequeny
variability of the NAMI at 1000hPa peaks in January and February, when the ou-
pling between troposphere and stratosphere through planetary wave propagation is
strong. The loal wavelet power at the quasistationary and synoptial time sales
(periods less than 15 days) is muh higher in the troposphere than in the strato-
sphere. An SSA-analysis (not shown) shows that the quasistationary and synoptial
time sales together explain about 34% of the winter variability at 1000hPa, as op-
posed to about 8% at 10hPa. This reets the smaller sales and the muh more
loalized strutures of tropospheri irulation and its variability as ompared to
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a) The winter loal wavelet power at 10hPa and 200hPa
b) The winter loal wavelet power at 1000hPa
Figure 3.3: The winter (NOV-APR) average of the loal wavelet power of the NAMI
at 10 and 200hPa (a) and at 1000hPa (b). The bold dashed line is the
one of inuene within whih the side eet beomes important.
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the large-sale and muh hemispheri strutures in the stratosphere.
3.3 The leading modes of the
troposphere/stratosphere ovariability
An SVD analysis was performed north of 20
◦
N between the geopotential height at
34 levels loated between 1000 and 1hPa, and that at the 10hPa-level. This yields
for eah mode 34 left vetors (oeients) and 34 right vetors (oeients). Fig.
Figure 3.4: The vertial prole of the explained squered ovariane by the rst
(blak) and seond (green) modes of SVD between 10hPa and the 34
levels taken between 1000hPa and 1hPa. The vertial prole of the or-
relation between the right and left oeients of the rst SVD-modes is
plotted in red.
3.4 shows the vertial struture of amounts of squared ovarianes between 10hPa
and the other 34 levels explained by the rst and seond mode, and the orrelation
between the left and right oeients of the rst mode. The explained squared
ovariane amounts to about 92% in the middle troposphere and to about 98%
in the whole stratosphere. The orrelation between the left and right oeients
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is above 0.5 at all lower tropospheri levels and inreases strongly in the upper
troposphere (to about 0.77). In the stratosphere, the orrelation inreases from
about 0.8 at 150hPa to 1 at 10hPa and dereases again to about 0.8 at 1hPa. The
enhaned orrelation between the rst mode left oeients in the troposphere and
the rst mode right oeients at 10hPa indiates, together with the high fration
of the explained squared ovariane by this mode, a strong oupling between the
troposphere and stratosphere. This oupling is explained almost ompletely by the
rst SVD mode.
Fig. 3.5 shows the left vetors at the same levels as those shown in Fig. 3.2.
All 34 right vetors (not shown) strongly resemble the NAM pattern at the 10hPa
level shown in Fig. 3.2. As we an see, all left vetors are very similar to the
orresponding NAM-patterns. An SVD-analysis between the same 34 levels and the
1000hPa level (not shown) yields the NAM patterns as left vetors and the NAM
pattern of the 1000hPa level as right vetors. Thus, the tropospheri NAM-patterns
an be interpreted as the patterns that are maximally orrelated with those in the
stratosphere.
In summary, the three-dimensional struture of the NAM in MAECHAM5 is quite
similar to that observed. The NAM is muh more important in the stratosphere
than in the troposphere. The stratospheri NAM variability is dominated by low
frequeny time sales and reets the large-sale and hemispheri struture of the
stratospheri irulation. The synoptial and quasistationary time sales are muh
more important in the troposphere. This reets the relatively small-sale and loal
struture of the tropospheri irulation. The stratosphere and troposphere are
strongly oupled by their orresponding NAM-patterns.
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Figure 3.5: The left vetors of the rst SVD-mode (in m). These vetors repre-
sent the geopotential patterns at 1, 2, 5, 10, 50, 100, 300, 500, and
1000hPa that are maximally orrelated with the 10hPa-geopotential
height through the rst SVD-mode. Shading indiates positive geopo-
tential anomalies.
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4 The oupled system
stratosphere/troposphere at
strong polar vortex
In this hapter, the dynamis of the oupling between troposphere and stratosphere
during a strong stratospheri Northern Annular Mode (in the following: 'strato-
spheri mode') is investigated. The fous will be on the mehanisms driving the
pattern and downward propagation of the NAM-anomalies and on the proesses
ontrolling the dierent phases of the life yle of the polar vortex.
4.1 Methods and theoretial bakground
4.1.1 Composite analysis
The input in omposite analysis are univariate time series xt and the realization
~Xt (t = 1, ...., N) of a random vetor ~X. This method is based on averaging a
subset K of patterns from the multivariate eld ~Xt that meet ertain onditions.
The onditions used to form the subset K are omputed using the time series xt. In
this study, all events with x
′
t > 2σx and x
′
t < −2σx were taken to build the subsets
KH and KL for high and low index phases, respetively. Thereby x
′
t is the anomaly
time series and σx is the standard deviation of xt. The high omposite pattern was
dened as:
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~XH =
1
KH
∑
t∈KH
~Xt,
and the low omposite pattern as:
~XL =
1
KL
∑
t∈KL
~Xt,
whereKH andKL are the number of patterns in the subsets KH andKL, respetively.
The signiane of the omposite was tested by performing a multivariate Student's
t-test of the dierene ~XH− ~XL. Here the dierene between high and low omposite
will be denoted by H−L. In ontrast to the 'assoiated pattern' approah, whih is
based on the orrelation and/or regression patterns and thus on linear assumption
between
~X t and xt, omposite analysis is a non-parametri approah, whih means
that no assumption about a relationship between
~X t and xt is made. Composite
analysis an thus apture even non-linear relationships [e.g. Hoerling et al., 1997℄.
Most of the results in this study are based on the lag omposite analysis using the
winter NAMI at 50hPa. The NAMI was omputed by projeting the daily anomalies
of the geopotential height at 50hPA on the NAM pattern at the same level (Fig.
3.2). All anomalies were obtained by removing the limatology of 30-day low pass
ltered data from the daily data. Anomalies from 60 days before to 60 days after
the NAMI peak were also omputed.
4.1.2 Dynamial bakground
The dynamis of the wind and temperature anomalies during strong NAM-phase
were investigated by diagnosing the anomalous residual irulation and EP-ux ve-
tors (equation 2.2 and 2.3), the Transformed Eulerian Mean (TEM) formulation of
the momentum budget in pressure oordinates (equation 2.1), and the anomalies of
the terms of the refration index depending on the spatial struture of the zonally
averaged zonal wind (equations 4.1 and 4.2) [Matsuno, 1970; Limpasuvan and Hart-
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mann, 2000; Lorenz and Hartmann, 2003℄. Waves are refrated from regions with a
low to regions with a high refration index. In equations 4.1 and 4.2, z denotes the
log pressure oordinate, q denotes the potential vortiity and k is the wave number.
N2 is the buoyany frequeny, H the sale height (a.7km) and Ω the earth's angular
frequeny. All notations and non-desribed parameters in 4.1 and 4.2 are similar to
those of equations 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3.
The rst term on the right of equation 4.1 is proportional to the meridional
potential vortiity gradient. It represents the ontribution of the planetary eet
(rst term of 4.2), the eet of meridional (seond term) and vertial wind urvature
(fourth term), and the eet of vertial wind shear (third term). The strengthening
of the polar jet leads to a derease in the refration index through the planetary term.
If we neglet the hange of stability (N2), high positive vertial and meridional wind
urvatures ause a negative refration index, while a high positive vertial wind shear
leads to a positive refration index. The anomalies of the refration index depend
only on the terms that ontain the zonal wind. The division by very small zonal
ow in 4.1 makes the result very noisy. To avoid this problem, it was divided by the
60 days running mean of the zonally averaged zonal wind.
n2 =
q¯φ
u
−
(
k
a cosφ
)
2
−
(
f
2NH
)
2
(4.1)
q¯φ =
2Ω
a
cosφ−
1
a
(
(u¯ cosφ)φ
cosφ
)
φ
+
f 2
N2
u¯z
((
lnN2
)
z
+
1
H
)
−
f 2
N2
u¯zz (4.2)
Aording to Ambaum and Hoskins [2002℄, the downward propagation of strato-
spheri wind anomalies into the troposphere results from the hange of the tropopause
height and thus from the strething of the stratospheri olumn. The ontration
(strething) of the stratosphere an lead to a strething (ontration) of both tropo-
sphere and mesosphere and thus to temperature, pressure and wind hanges through
the resulting vertial motion there. Understanding the proesses that drive the
strething of an atmospheri layer will help to understand not only the troposphere-
stratosphere, but also the stratosphere-mesosphere oupling. The strething and
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ontration of an atmospheri layer an be desribed by the strething vortiity
qs, the zonal mean of whih (in log-pressure oordinates) is dened as follows [e.g.
Andrews et al., 1987; Holton, 1992℄:
qs =
f0
ρ0
( ρ0
N2
(
Φz
))
z
. (4.3)
In this equation ρ0 is the bakground air density. Using the hydrostati equation
(Φz =
R
H
T¯ ) we get:
qs =
f0R
ρ0H
( ρ0
N2
T¯
)
z
. (4.4)
The vertial integration between the top and the bottom of an atmospheri layer
(〈x〉 =
∫ top
bot
xδz) and the time derivation of (4.4) lead to:
〈qs〉t =
f0R
ρ0H
(( ρ0
N2
T¯t
)
(top)−
( ρ0
N2
T¯t
)
(bot)
)
. (4.5)
For small diabati heating we get thus a ontration of an atmospheri layer
(〈qs〉t > 0) by:
• 1a) adiabati warming by downward motion at the top and adiabati ooling
by upward motion at the bottom
• 1b) strong adiabati warming by downward motion at the top and small adi-
abati ooling by upward motion or no temperature hange at the bottom
• 1) small adiabati warming by downward motion or no temperature hange
at the top and strong adiabati ooling by upward motion at the bottom
The strething of an atmospheri layer (〈qs〉t < 0) an be aused by:
• 1a') adiabati ooling by upward motion at the top and adiabati warming by
downward motion at the bottom
• 1b') strong adiabati ooling by upward motion at the top and small adiabati
warming by downward motion or no temperature hange at the bottom
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• 1') small adiabati ooling by upward motion or no temperature hange at
the top and strong adiabati warming by downward motion at the bottom
Using some basi equations in the quasigeostrophi formulation (see Appendix A),
we an derive the following tendeny equation for the zonally averaged strething
vortiity:
(qs)t = (f0v¯
∗)y + f0ρ
−1
0
(
ρ0
Q¯
θ0z
)
z
. (4.6)
The rst term on the right is the meridional divergene of the meridional resid-
ual Coriolis foring and depends, aording to the TEME (equation 2.1), on the
resolved and unresolved wave foring and the fritional foring. Due to its f -
dependene, it auses strong (small) hanges of the strething vortiity near the
pole (in mid-latitudes). The meridional onvergene (divergene) of the meridional
residual Coriolis foring leads to a strething (ontration) of an atmospheri layer.
Fig. 4.1 shows the possible ases if the residual Coriolis foring ats in the middle
of this layer. The ontration of an atmospheri layer an be indued by (see Fig.
4.1):
• 2a) poleward derease of the westward residual Coriolis foring
• 2b) poleward inrease of the eastward residual Coriolis foring
• 2) poleward transition from westward to eastward residual Coriolis foring
The strething of an atmospheri olumn an be aused by (Fig. 4.1):
• 2a') poleward inrease of the residual westward Coriolis foring
• 2b') poleward derease of the residual eastward Coriolis foring
• 2') poleward transition from eastward to westward residual Coriolis foring
The seond term of equation 4.6 reets the eet of the diabati heating. Strong
vertial onvergene (divergene) of the diabati heating leads to the strething
(ontration) of an atmospheri layer.
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2a 2b 2c
2b'2a' 2c'
z
y
Figure 4.1: The eet of the meridional struture of the residual Coriolis foring on
the strething and ontration of a free atmospheri layer aording to
ases 2a, 2b, 2, 2a', 2b', and 2'(see text). Horizontal arrows represent
the meridional omponent of the residual veloity, whih is proportional
to the residual Coriolis foring. Vertial arrows represent the vertial
residual veloity, whih auses adiabati warming (ooling) by upward
(downward) motion. Dashed (solid) urves orrespond to the initial
(nal) position of the upper and lower layer boundaries.
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Aording to the equation 4.6, a hange in radiative and/or wave foring leads to
a hange of the strething vortiity and thus to a hange of the potential vortiity
(see also Appendix A, equations A-4 and A-3). The potential vortiity inversion
mehanism, in whih the non loal irulation hange is ontrolled by the potential
vortiity anomalies [Blak , 2002; Ambaum and Hoskins, 2002℄, and the downward
ontrol mehanism [Haynes et al., 1991; Holton et al., 1995℄, in whih the iru-
lation hange is ontrolled by the radiative and wave indued dynamial foring,
thus desribe the same mehanism. All analyses done in this study are based on
anomalous hanges, whih were omputed by removing the seasonal yle. Sine the
model is driven by the limatology of radiatively ative elements and no oupling to
hemistry is performed, the anomalous hange of the short wave radiative heating in
the stratosphere and its impat on the strething vortiity an be negleted. In the
following, only the dynamial eet on the strething vortiity is onsidered, sine
the dynamial damping time in the stratosphere is muh higher than the radiative
one and the winter stratospheri irulation is driven mainly by wave dynamis.
Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 sketh the anomalous hanges that drive the vertial struture
of the temperature and wind anomalies during the evolution of strong positive and
negative NAM-phases. The NAM temperature and wind anomalies and their down-
ward propagation an be understood as the response of the strething vortiity to
the meridional struture of the Coriolis foring and quasigeostrophi adjustment of
the troposphere to these hanges. During strong stratospheri positive NAM-phase
(Fig. 4.2a), an enhaned stratospheri anomalous westward Coriolis foring entered
near 60-70
◦
N is indued by redued planetary wave breaking. This results in a pole-
ward derease (inrease) of the westward Coriolis foring north (south) of 60-70
◦
N
and leads -as in ase 2a (2a') of Fig. 4.1- to a ontration (strething) of the strato-
spheri layer in the high (mid) latitudes. These hanges ontribute, by ontinuity,
to an anomalous strething of the high latitude troposphere and lower mesosphere
and a ontration of the mid-latitude troposphere and lower mesosphere.
The lower mesosphere responds during enhaned positive NAM-phase with an
anomalous eastward residual Coriolis foring, entered in mid and high latitudes
(Fig. 4.3a). This is balaned mainly by the residual foring (or gravity wave drag).
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Figure 4.2: (a) illustrates the eet of the strething vortiity of the stratospheri
olumn during strong positive NAM-phase as a result of the meridional
struture of the anomalous residual Coriolis foring. Horizontal arrows
represent the meridional residual veloity, whih is proportional to the
residual Coriolis foring. Vertial arrows represent the vertial residual
veloity, whih auses adiabati warming (ooling) by upward (down-
ward) motion. Dashed (solid) urves orrespond to the initial (nal)
position of the upper and lower boundaries of the stratosphere. (b) il-
lustrates the eet of the strething vortiity of the stratospheri olumn
during strong negative NAM-phase. H (L) illustrates positive (negative)
anomalous hanges of pressure.
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4.1 Methods and theoretial bakground
The net result is a poleward derease of the eastward Coriolis foring in high latitudes
whih leads - as in ase 2b' of Fig. 4.1 - to a strething of the lower mesosphere
near the pole. This ontributes to the ontration of the upper stratosphere and an
inrease of the anomalous downward motion in both lower mesosphere and upper
stratosphere. The vertial struture of the temperature and wind anomalies during
the strong NAM-phases and the assoiated downward propagations result mainly
from adiabati temperature hanges by the vertial motions, skethed in Figs. 4.2a
and 4.3a. Figs 4.2b and 4.3b desribe the situation during negative stratospheri
NAM-phase. In the following, the TEM formulation is used to get further insight
into the proesses skethed in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3.
H
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pole pole20°N 20°N
a) Strong positive stratospheric 
NAM-phase
b) Strong negative stratospheric 
NAM-phase
L
Figure 4.3: a (b) like Fig. 2a (2b) but illustrating the eet of the strething vortiity
of the lower mesosphere olumn during strong positive (negative) NAM-
phase as a result of the meridional struture of the anomalous residual
Coriolis foring.
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4.2 Wind and temperature anomalies during
strong stratospheri NAM-phases
The evolution of the high minus low (H - L) lag omposites of the NAMI at 50hPa
is shown in Fig. 4.4a. In Fig. 4.4b, the evolution of the H - L lag omposites of the
anomalous zonally averaged zonal wind between 55 and 70
◦
N is shown as a funtion
of height. Statistial signiane was estimated with a t-test. Fig. 4.4 shows
the anomalous zonally averaged temperature between 60 and 90
◦
N. The evolution
of the stratospheri polar jet is well desribed by the NAMI. The slow inrease of
the 50hPa-NAMI between lag -60 and lag -40 days haraterizes the onset phase
of the development of the stratospheri polar jet. The faster inrease of the NAMI
between lag -30 and 0 desribes the growth and mature phases, while the derease
of the NAMI at positive lags indiates the deline and deay phases.
The growth and the mature phases of the stratospheri polar jet are assoiated
with a strengthening and downward propagation of negative temperature and pos-
itive wind anomalies in the stratosphere and troposphere (Figs. 4.4b and 4.4).
These anomalies strongly derease in the deline and deay phases. The evolution
of the stratospheri jet after lag -30 is assoiated with an enhaned warming in the
upper polar stratosphere and lower mesosphere and thus, aording to the thermal
wind balane, with a negative shear of the zonal ow and a weakening of the anoma-
lous westerlies. The warming and the assoiated hange in the zonal ow beome
stronger and propagate downward towards the lower stratosphere, espeially during
the deline and deay phases.
Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 show the two-dimensional struture of the H - L lag omposites
of the zonally averaged zonal wind and temperature anomalies, respetively. Six
time lags ( -60, -50, -10, 0, 20 and 50) are shown. Both Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 show a
strengthening of the zonally averaged zonal wind and of temperature anomalies in
the stratosphere during the growth and mature phases. They also show downward
propagation of both anomalies into the troposphere, espeially during the mature
phase. The wind and temperature anomalies in the troposphere and the lower
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 NAM-phases
Figure 4.4: The dierene between the high and low lag omposite (H - L) of (a) the
NAMI at 50hPa, (b) the zonally averaged zonal wind between 55 and
70
◦
N and () the zonally averaged temperature north of 60
◦
N. Positive
(negative) values are represented by solid (dashed) lines and zero by a
thik line. Color indiates signiane at 95% level aording to a t-test.
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to middle stratosphere weaken onsiderably during the deline and deay phases.
The growth and mature phases of the stratospheri polar jet are assoiated with a
temperature quadrupole between the troposphere and mesosphere (Fig. 4.6). The
lower part of this quadrupole has a deep old pole in the high latitude and a warm
pole in the mid-latitude troposphere and stratosphere. This dipole strengthens in
the NAM-strengthening phase and weakens in the deay phase. It is in thermal wind
balane with the wind shear and explains the positive vertial shear of the anomalous
zonal ow between the surfae and the middle stratosphere. The upper part of
the temperature quadrupole has a warm pole in the high latitudes between the
upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere and a old pole in the mid latitudes. The
warm pole strengthens and propagates downward, espeially in the NAM-deline and
deay phase. Consistent with the thermal wind balane, a negative vertial shear
and a weakening of the anomalous zonal ow are found in the upper stratosphere
and lower mesosphere. The temperature anomalies of the quadrupole are generally
stronger in the polar region than in the mid latitudes. The vertial inversion of
the temperature anomalies between stratosphere and mesosphere at extreme NAM-
phases is onsistent with the observations [Quiroz , 1969; Labitzke, 1972a;b; Hirota
and Barnett , 1977℄.
In summary the strongly positive stratospheri NAM-phases are assoiated with
strong anomalous westerlies in high latitudes and a temperature quadrupole between
troposphere and lower mesosphere. The zonal wind pattern results, by thermal wind
balane, from the quadrupole struture of the temperature.
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4.3 Dynamial 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ture in the mature phase
Figure 4.5: The dierenes between high and low omposite (H - L) of the zonally
averaged zonal wind at six dierent time lags. Positive (negative) values
are represented by solid (dashed) lines and zero by a thik line. Color
indiates signiane at the 95% level aording to a t-test.
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Figure 4.6: The dierenes between high and low omposite (H - L) of the zonally
averaged temperature at six dierent time lags. Positive (negative) val-
ues are represented by solid (dashed) lines and zero by a thik line. Color
indiates signiane at the 95% level aording to a t-test.
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a) Residual Coriolis foring
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Figure 4.7: The dierenes between high and low omposite (H - L) at lag -15, -5
and 0 of (a) residual Coriolis foring, (b) wave foring, and () residual
foring. Positive (negative) values are represented by solid (dashed) lines
and zero by a thik line. Color indiates signiane at the 95% level
aording to a t-test.
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Figure 4.8: a (b) shows the dierenes between high and low omposite at lag -10 (0)
of the following forings ating near the bottom: Residual Coriolis for-
ing (solid line), wave foring (dotted line), and residual foring (dashed
line).
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4.3 Dynamial oupling and spatial struture in the mature phase
a) Non-orographi gravity wave drag
b) Residual meridional irulation and vertial veloity
Figure 4.9: (a) is like Fig. 4.7 but it shows the non-orographi gravity wave drag.
(b) shows the dierenes between high and low omposite (H - L) at
lag -15, -5 and 0 of the inverted omega residual veloity in p-oordinate.
The stream plot represents the meridional residual irulation. Shading
indiates signiant values at the 95% level aording to a t-test. Dark
(light) grey indiates upward (downward) motion.
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4.3 Dynamial oupling and spatial struture in
the mature phase
4.3.1 Transformed Eulerian Mean (TEM) forings and the
NAM-pattern
The TEM formulation provides the foring that drives both the wind anomalies and
the struture of the Coriolis foring, whih (aording to equation 4.6) is important
for the hange of a layer thikness. Fig. 4.7 shows the H - L lag omposites of the
anomalous residual Coriolis (Fig. 4.7a), planetary wave (Fig. 4.7b), and residual
(Fig. 4.7) foring at lags -15, -5 and 0. The anomalous residual vertial veloity
and the meridional irulation are plotted in Fig 4.9b. Fig. 4.8a (4.8b) shows
the same forings at lags -10 (0), but averaged near the bottom. The enhaned
anomalous westerlies in the lower and middle stratosphere are maintained against the
westward Coriolis foring mainly by the eastward planetary wave foring and partly
by the muh weaker residual foring. Sine the eastward planetary wave foring is
generated during a strong vortex and strengthens it, there is a positive feedbak
between the NAM wind-pattern and the planetary wave foring. The enhaned
anomalous westward Coriolis foring and equatorward motion in the middle and
lower stratosphere (Figs. 4.7a and 4.9b) weaken the Brewer-Dobson irulation
and are strongest near 60-70
◦
N. This results in a divergene (onvergene) of the
anomalous meridional Coriolis foring in the high (mid) latitudes as in ases 2a
(2a') of Fig. 4.1 and thus in a ontration (strething) of the stratospheri layer
north (south) of 60
◦
-70
◦
N. By ontinuity, the ontration of the polar stratosphere
ontributes to a strething of the polar troposphere [Ambaum and Hoskins, 2002℄
and mesosphere, while the strething of the stratosphere ontributes to a ontration
of the troposphere and mesosphere in the mid-latitudes. The net eet is the vertial
motion shown in Fig. 4.9b explaining the temperature quadrupole seen in the mature
phase (Fig. 4.6). The temperature pattern results from the adiabati temperature
hange by vertial motion, and the vertial struture of the zonally averaged zonal
wind results from the temperature pattern by thermal wind balane .
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The strong westerlies near the tropospheri polar jet are maintained against the
Coriolis foring mainly by planetary wave foring and partly by the weaker residual
foring. The eastward residual and wave forings between the high latitude tropo-
sphere and the middle stratosphere are indued during a strong vortex and, at the
same time, they strengthen the vortex further. Thus, there is a positive feedbak
between the polar vortex and these forings. The inrease of the tropospheri and
stratospheri barolini wave ativity due to the strong anomalous westerly wind
shear an be important in this respet. This an be seen in Fig. 4.10, whih shows
the omposite dierene at lag 0 of tropospheri and lower stratospheri barolin-
iity (gθy/θ0N). The latter is a good approximation to the largest growth rate of
barolini waves [Lindzen and Farrell , 1980℄. In general, the enhaned barolini
instability during strong vortex is assoiated with an aeleration of the westerlies,
whih in turn leads to a positive feedbak between the polar vortex and the baro-
lini wave [Tanaka and Tokinaga, 2002℄. This feedbak ontributes not only to
the inrease and persistene of the strong vortex but also to the downward prop-
agation of the wind anomalies from the stratosphere into the troposphere. The
enhaned westerly wave foring near the tropospheri jet is, aording to the quasi-
geostrophi momentum budget, assoiated with an anomalous equatorward motion
from the strethed into the ontrated tropospheri area (Fig. 4.9b), whih damp-
ens the high-latitude strething and mid-latitude ontration in the troposphere.
The inrease of westerly wave foring near the tropospheri jet an thus be seen
as a quasigeostrophi adjustment of the troposphere to the hanges indued by the
stratosphere. As explained in hapter 2.5, the residual foring in the extratropi-
al lower stratosphere and upper troposphere an be explained by the ombined
ontribution of gravity waves and non-quasigeostrophi omponent of the EP-ux.
The enhaned westerlies near the bottom are maintained mainly by the Coriolis
foring against westward planetary wave and residual foring (Figs. 4.8a and b).
Sine the negative wave and residual foring are aused during the strong NAM-
westerlies and weaken the NAM-westerlies near the bottom even further, there is
negative feedbak between these forings and the NAM wind-pattern in the lower-
most boundary of the oupled system troposphere/stratosphere.
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The strong stratospheri vortex is assoiated with an enhaned anomalous pos-
itive Coriolis foring north of 20
◦
N in the lower mesosphere, whih together with
the wave foring, maintains the high latitude westerlies against the strong negative
residual foring. The net eet is an enhaned onvergene of the anomalous Cori-
olis foring in the polar mesosphere (Fig. 4.7a) and thus a strething of the lower
mesosphere (aording to ase 2b' in Fig. 4.1). This enhanes, by ontinuity, the
ontration of the polar upper stratosphere, as shown before, leading to stronger
anomalous downward motion and adiabati warming in both the lower mesosphere
and upper stratosphere. This warming weakens the polar vortex and indues an
anomalous negative shear of the zonal ow. The strong westward residual foring
between the high latitude upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere is indued dur-
ing strong vortex and at the same time weakens and warms it, so that the residual
foring exerises negative feedbak on the polar vortex at these altitudes. The resid-
ual foring in the upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere an be explained by
the non-orographi gravity wave drag, whih aording to Figs. 2.4(2), 2.5, 4.7 and
4.9a dominates the residual foring and its hange at these altitudes. The positive
anomalies of the zonal wind and the anomalous easterly wind shear, as shown in
Figs. 4.4(a) and 4.5, strengthen both the westerlies and the negative wind shear
between the upper stratosphere and mesosphere seen in Fig. 2.2b. This leads,
aording to Lindzen's parameterization (see hapter 2.5), to a more easterly grav-
ity wave drag than normal and an explain the high anomalous westward residual
foring seen in Fig. 4.7. We an thus onlude that there is a negative feedbak
between the polar vortex and the residual foring in the upper boundaries of the
oupled system troposphere/stratosphere (i.e. upper stratosphere and lower meso-
sphere), whih an be explained by the ltering of the gravity wave drag by the
vertial struture of the stratospheri polar jet. In this feedbak the strong vortex
leads to an enhaned negative residual foring (or gravity wave drag), whih results
in anomalous eastward Coriolis foring (i.e. poleward motion) and thus in adiabati
warming by downward motion and a weakening of the vortex in both upper strato-
sphere and lower mesosphere. This result is supported by Duk et al. [2001℄, who
proposed the same feedbak, but in the ontext of the warming after late Deember.
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Figure 4.10: Dierenes between high and low (H - L) omposite of the tropospheri
(dashed line) and low stratospheri (solid line) baroliniity at lag 0.
The zero line is shown in yellow
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The strong vertial veloity and temperature anomalies at the pole an be explained
by the f -dependene of the residual Coriolis foring, whih (aording to equation
9) makes the strething vortiity and the resulting vertial motion and temperature
hange stronger there.
In summary, the vertial struture of the wind and temperature anomalies and
their downward propagation during strong stratospheri NAM an be explained by
the response of the strething vortiity to the residual Coriolis foring hanges, whih
in turn are aused by planetary wave foring in the middle and lower stratosphere
and residual foring in the lower mesosphere and upper stratosphere, as well as by
quasigeostrophi adjustment of the troposphere to these hanges. The persistent
strengthening and downward propagation of the NAM-pattern is enhaned mainly
by the planetary wave-vortex feedbak that aelerates the westerlies within the
oupled troposphere/stratosphere system. Thereby the strong vortex is strengthened
further by the equatorward propagation of planetary waves and vie versa. There
are two negative feedbaks ating in the upper and lower boundaries of the oupled
system troposphere/stratosphere, whih deelerate the westerlies and weaken the
NAM-patterns. The rst feedbak, between residual foring and polar vortex, ats
above the stratospheri jet and an be explained by the ltering of gravity waves by
the strong vortex and its vertial struture. The seond feedbak is driven by the
residual and planetary wave foring and ats near the surfae.
4.3.2 The wave- zonal wind feedbak
The impat of the planetary wave foring on the stratospheri polar vortex is on-
trolled by the tropospheri wave ativity. An anomalous equatorward and/or down-
ward propagation of the tropospheri waves leads to less wave breaking in the polar
stratosphere and thus to an anomalous ooling and strengthening of the stratospheri
westerlies by the resulting eddy heat and momentum uxes (equation 4.1). In on-
trast, an anomalous poleward and upward propagation of the tropospheri waves
leads to more wave breaking in the polar stratosphere and thus to an anomalous
warming and weakening of the stratospheri westerlies. This onnetion between
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the meridional propagation of the tropospheri waves and the stratospheri polar
vortex an be seen in Fig. 4.11a. A strong vortex is assoiated with an inrease of
the anomalous equatorward and downward omponent of the tropospheri EP-ux
and thus with less wave breaking in the polar stratosphere.
Aording to equations 4.1 and 4.2, the diretion of the propagation of the tro-
pospheri planetary waves, whih modify the strength of the polar vortex, an be
hanged by the vertial and meridional struture of the zonally averaged zonal wind
[Hartmann et al., 2000; Limpasuvan and Hartmann, 2000℄. Figs. 4.12a, b and 4.11b
show the lag omposite of the refration index hange aused by vertial urvature,
vertial shear, and the sum of all terms of equation 4.1. The meridional urvature
and the planetary term are small in the high latitudes ompared to the other terms
and thus not shown. The vertial urvature ontributes to stronger equatorward
propagation of the tropospheri waves and the vertial shear to stronger poleward
propagation (Figs. 4.12a and b). The net eet of the zonally averaged zonal wind is
a dipole struture in the refration index between the troposphere and middle strato-
sphere north of about 35
◦
N. This supports an anomalous equatorward propagation
of tropospheri waves and is onsistent with the diretion of the EP-ux vetor (Fig
4.11a). The negative pole in the polar troposphere results mainly from the verti-
al urvature; the positive pole to the south mainly from the vertial shear. The
anomalous meridional propagation of waves, whih drives the strong stratospheri
NAM-phases results mainly from the vertial struture of the downward propagating
anomalous zonal ow. This provides a positive feedbak between the stratospheri
polar vortex, and the meridional propagation of planetary waves, whih ontributes
to the intensiation and persistene of both stratospheri and tropospheri wind
anomalies during the growing phase and to the deline during the deay phase.
In summary, there is a positive feedbak between the planetary wave propagation
and the stratospheri vortex, in whih the stronger equatorward (poleward) wave
propagation and thus less (more) wave breaking in the polar stratosphere is indued
by an anomalous strong (weak) polar vortex and vie versa. This feedbak explains
the vortex-planetary wave foring feedbak shown above (Fig. 4.7b).
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a) EP-ux vetor
b) Refration index
Figure 4.11: The dierenes between high and low (H - L) omposite at lags -15,
-5 and 0 of (a) the EP-ux vetor and (b) the refration index due to
all hanges of the zonally averaged zonal ow (equation 4.1). Positive
(negative) values in (b) are represented by solid (dashed). Color indi-
ates signiane at the 95% level aording to a t-test. The stream
plot in (a) represents the EP-ux vetor.
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a) Eet of the vertial urvature of the zonal ow
b) Eet of the vertial shear of the zonal ow
Figure 4.12: The dierenes between high and low (H- L) omposite at lags -15, -5
and 0 of the eet on the refration index of (a) vertial urvature and
(b) vertial shear of the zonal mean of the zonal ow. Positive (neg-
ative) values are represented by solid (dashed) lines. Color indiates
signiane at the 95% level aording to a t-test.
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4.4 The dynamis of the evolution of the polar
vortex
In order to understand the mehanism driving hanges in the stratospheri polar
jet, the TEM-terms were averaged between 55 and 70
◦
N, where the wind anomalies
are strongest. Again, a lag omposite (+/-40 days) analysis based on the 50hPa
NAMI was performed. Figs. 4.13a, b, and  show the high minus low omposite
dierene of the resulting anomalous residual foring, residual Coriolis foring, and
wave foring between 100 and 0.1 hPa. Figs. 4.14a and b are similar, but they show
the inverted saled vertial residual veloity in p-oordinates and the adiabati tem-
perature hange by vertial motion in the Arti region. The growth and mature
phase of the polar vortex is marked by a signiant inrease of the eastward plan-
etary wave foring over the entire stratosphere and lower mesosphere (Fig. 4.13).
This is balaned in the middle and lower stratosphere mainly by the enhaned west-
ward Coriolis foring (or equatorward motion, Fig. 4.13b). The strong anomalous
westtward residual Coriolis foring between 55 and 70
◦
N indues a ontration of
the polar stratosphere. This an be inferred from the anomalous adiabati ooling
by upward motion in the middle and low polar stratosphere and the anomalous adi-
abati warming by downward motion in the upper polar stratosphere (Figs. 4.14a
and b).
The high latitude lower mesosphere responds to the inrease of the stratospheri
NAM with an enhaned anomalous eastward residual Coriolis foring (poleward mo-
tion), whih together with the eastward planetary wave foring balanes the strongly
negative residual foring (Fig. 4.13). As mentioned above, the enhaned negative
residual foring an be explained by the ltering of gravity waves by the strato-
spheri jet an its vertial struture, whih leads to more easterly gravity drag in the
mesosphere and upper stratosphere and provides a negative feedbak on the polar
vortex. The enhaned eastward residual Coriolis foring auses, aording to ase
2b' (Fig 4.1), a strething of the polar mesosphere and enhanes, by ontinuity, the
downward motion in both polar mesosphere and upper stratosphere (Fig 4.14a). The
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Figure 4.13: The dierene between the high and low (H - L) lag omposite of the
averaged (a) residual foring, (b) residual Coriolis foring, and () plan-
etary wave foring between 55 and 70
◦
N. Positive (negative) values are
represented by solid (dashed) lines and zero by a thik line. Color
indiates signiane at the 95% level aording to a t-test.
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b) H - L adiabatic T-change by vertical motion
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Figure 4.14: The dierene between the high and low (H - L) lag omposite of the (a)
inverted omega residual veloity and (b) adiabati temperature hange
by vertial motion north of 60
◦
N. Positive (negative) values are repre-
sented by solid (dashed) lines and zero by a thik line. Color indiates
signiane at the 95% level aording to a t-test.
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net result is an anomalous adiabati warming between the polar upper stratosphere
and lower mesosphere that propagates downward and weakens the stratospheri vor-
tex (Fig. 4.14b). The negative residual foring provides thus a negative feedbak
that regulates the strength of the stratospheri vortex. This explains the amplia-
tion and downward propagation of the anomalous warming and easterlies from the
mesosphere into the stratosphere and thus the weakening of the vortex there.
The weakening of the stratospheri jet in the deay phase leads to a strong de-
rease of the eastward planetary wave foring that in turn weakens the polar vortex
(Fig. 4.13). This feedbak an be explained by the positive planetary wave- vortex
feedbak disussed above, by whih the weakening of the stratospheri jet and its
shear and urvature lead to redued anomalous equatorward wave propagation and
thus to more wave breaking in the polar stratosphere. These hanges indue, a-
ording to the momentum budget, a weakening of the anomalous westward Coriolis
foring (or equatorward mass transport, Fig. 4.13b), whih, by ontinuity, results in
redued upward motion and adiabati ooling in the lower and middle stratosphere
(Fig. 14). The positive feedbak between the planetary waves and the vortex on-
tributes thus not only to the ampliation of the NAM anomalies in the inrease
phase but also to their weakening in the deay phase.
The anomalous upward (downward) motion in the high (mid) latitude stratosphere
is assoiated with a pressure inrease (derease), whih begins in the stratosphere
during the growth phase and reahes the troposphere during the mature phase (Fig.
4.15). These NAM-like patterns subsequently weaken strongly parallel to the wind
and temperature anomalies.
In summary, the ampliation of the strong polar jet is assoiated with an en-
haned anomalous warming in the polar mesosphere and upper stratosphere that
propagates downward and weakens the stratospheri vortex. The warming and
weakening of the vortex an be explained by the negative feedbak between vortex
and residual foring (mainly gravity wave drag). This negative feedbak ats as
a self-regulation mehanism of the middle atmospheri jet. The weakening of the
vortex is aelerated also by the planetary wave-vortex feedbak.
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Figure 4.15: The dierenes between high and low (H - L) omposite at lag -30, 0
and 25 of the geopotential height at the 10 and 500hPa levels. Pos-
itive (negative) values are represented by solid (dashed) lines. Color
indiates signiane at the 95% level aording to a t-test.
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In this hapter, the dynamis of the oupling between troposphere and stratosphere
during strong tropospheri Northern Annular Mode (in the following referred to as
'tropospheri mode') is investigated. The results of a lag-omposite analysis using
the 1000hPa-NAMI from the same run used in the last hapters are desribed. Even
though the tropospheri NAMI is used less often than the NAO-Index (NAOI), it
is equally suitable for the study of the extratropial variability, sine it is strongly
orrelated to the NAOI: Both indies are related to the same physial proesses and
limati hanges as desribed by Thompson and Wallae [1998; 2000℄. Analogous
to the previous hapter, the wind and temperature patterns assoiated with the
tropospheri NAM are diagnosed, as well as the fores driving these patterns. The
fous will be on the dierenes between the stratospheri mode shown in the last
hapter and the tropospheri mode obtained through the 1000hPa-NAMI-omposite.
5.1 Wind and temperature anomalies during
strong tropospheri NAM-phases
5.1.1 Time evolution
The evolution of the high minus low (H - L) lag omposite of the NAMI at 1000hPa
is shown in Fig. 5.1a. Fig. 5.1b shows the evolution of the H - L lag omposite
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Figure 5.1: The dierene between the high and low (H - L) lag omposite in the
tropospheri mode of (a) the NAMI at 1000hPa (b) the zonally averaged
zonal wind between 55 and 70
◦
N and () the zonally averaged temper-
ature north of 60
◦
N. Positive (negative) values are represented by solid
(dashed) lines and zero by a thik line. Color indiates signiane at
the 95% level aording to a t-test.
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of the anomalous zonally averaged zonal wind between 55 and 70
◦
N in the tro-
pospheri mode. The statistial signiane was estimated through a t-test. Fig.
5.1 shows the anomalous zonally averaged temperature between 60 and 90
◦
N in
tropospheri mode. Just as the vortex-evolution in the stratospheri mode is well
desribed by the 50hPa-NAMI (see hapter 4), the evolution of the zonally averaged
tropospheri zonal wind is well desribed by the 1000hPa-NAMI. The slow inrease
of the 1000hPa-NAMI between about lag -25 and lag -10 days haraterizes the onset
phase of the development of the tropospheri westerlies. The faster inrease of the
NAMI between lag -10 and 0 desribes the growth and mature phases. The derease
of the 1000hPa-NAMI at positive lags indiates the deline and deay phases. Com-
pared to the stratospheri NAM (Fig. 4.4), whih is dominated by low frequeny
hange, the tropospheri NAMI is dominated by high frequeny utuations on syn-
opti time sales. These utuations are superimposed on low frequeny variations
having longer stratospheri time sales. This is onsistent with the results of the
wavelet and SSA analyses desribed in hapter 3.2.2. The hange of the tropospheri
NAMI and westerlies shows some orrelation to that of the stratospheri westerlies
during the whole life yle, inluding the pre-onset and post-deay phases (Fig. 5.1).
Suh orrelations an also be seen in Fig. 7 of Ambaum and Hoskins [2002℄, who
used observational data and omputed the lag/lead-orrelation between NAOI and
PV500-index. They dened the PV500-index as the rst prinipal omponent of the
potential vortiity on the 500
◦
K isentropi surfae. This index measures, like the
stratospheri NAM, the strength of the stratospheri westerlies and polar vortex.
The life yle of the strong tropospheri NAM is muh shorter than the strato-
spheri one. This reets the importane of the high frequeny tropospheri variabil-
ity assoiated with the loal struture of the tropospheri irulation (see setion
3.1.3). This nding is onsistent with the observational results by Ambaum and
Hoskins [2002℄, who found that the autoorrelation of the NAOI drops muh more
rapidly (after a. 10-15 days) than that of PV500-index (after a. 30-40 days).
The rst inrease of the middle atmospheri temperature and wind anomalies
preedes the onset phase of the tropospheri NAMI. These anomalies reah a rst
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limax about 15 days before reahing the 1000hPA-NAMI-maximum. This behav-
ior diers greatly from the stratospheri mode (Fig. 4.4), where the maximum
in middle atmospheri wind and temperature anomalies is rst reahed at lag 0,
when the stratospheri NAMI is also maximal. The growth and mature phases of
the tropospheri NAMI are assoiated with an inrease of the wind and temperature
anomalies not only in the troposphere but also in the lower and middle stratosphere.
The vortex and the ooling between lower and middle stratosphere beome strongest
about 4-5 days after the NAMI-maximum. This result is onsistent with Ambaum
and Hoskins [2002℄, who showed, from observations, that the inrease in the NAO
index is assoiated with a stronger stratospheri vortex about 4 days later. The in-
rease and mature phases of the tropospheri NAMI are assoiated with a derease
of the wind anomalies and a warming between upper stratosphere and mesosphere.
5.1.2 Two-dimensional struture
The two-dimensional struture of the H - L lag omposite of the zonally averaged
zonal wind and the temperature anomalies is shown at six time lags (-30, -20, -10,
0, 20, and 50) in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3, respetively. This struture makes visible several
dierenes between the tropospheri and stratospheri NAM-modes (Figs. 4.4, 4.5
and 4.6), espeially in the inrease and mature phases: While the tropospheri wind
and temperature anomalies are muh stronger in the tropospheri mode, the strato-
spheri anomalies are muh stronger in the stratospheri mode; the tropospheri jet
is shifted more poleward and the zero-line-temperature is shifted more downward
in the tropospheri mode; the quadrupole struture of the temperature anomalies is
more pronouned in the stratospheri mode. While in both modes the struture of
the zonal mean of zonal ow is in thermal wind balane with the temperature pat-
tern, the position of the wind maximum at lag 0 is muh lower in the tropospheri
mode than in the stratospheri mode.
In summary, a omparison between the results obtained with MAECHAM5 and
those of Ambaum and Hoskins [2002℄, showed that MAECHAM5 aptures several
properties of the observed tropospheri NAM or NAO. The model shows several dif-
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Figure 5.2: The dierenes between high and low (H - L) omposite of the zonally
averaged zonal wind at six dierent time lags. Positive (negative) values
are represented by solid (dashed) lines and zero by a thik line. Color
indiates signiane at the 95% level aording to a t-test.
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Figure 5.3: The dierenes between high and low (H - L) omposite of the zonally
averaged temperature at six dierent time lags. Positive (negative) val-
ues are represented by solid (dashed) lines and zero by a thik line. Color
indiates signiane at the 95% level aording to a t-test.
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ferenes between tropospheri and stratospheri NAM: The life yle of the tropo-
spheri NAM-mode is muh shorter and is dominated by high frequeny utuation
on the synoptial time sale. Onset, inrease and maturation of the tropospheri
mode are preeded and aompanied by a strong vortex indiating a possible im-
pat of the stratosphere on the troposphere. The enhaned tropospheri westerlies
at lag 0 are followed by a strong vortex and ooling 4-5 days later. The tropospheri
anomalies are muh stronger in the tropospheri mode than in the stratospheri
mode, while the stratospheri anomalies are muh weaker.
5.2 The foring driving the tropospheri NAM
The TEM-formulation of the momentum budget is used to look at the fores driving
the tropospheri NAM and to explain the dierenes between tropospheri and
stratospheri NAM-mode disussed above. Fig. 5.4 shows the high minus low lag
omposite of the anomalous residual Coriolis (Fig. 5.4a), wave (Fig. 5.4b), and
residual (Fig. 5.4) foring at lags -25, -5, 0, and 4. Fig. 5.5 shows the high
minus low lag omposite of tropospheri (at 600hPa) and stratospheri (at 100hPa)
baroliniity in the tropospheri mode. The omposite of the anomalous residual
vertial veloity and the meridional irulation at lags -25, -5, 0, 2 and 5 are plotted
in Fig 5.6.
The struture of the stratospheri forings before the onset phase of tropospheri
NAM mode (see lag -25 in Fig. 5.4) is quite similar to their struture in the mature
phase of the stratospheri mode (Fig. 4.7). At these time lags the strong strato-
spheri jet is maintained mainly by planetary wave foring, whih exerises a positive
feedbak on it and leads to a negative Coriolis fore entered in the high latitude
stratosphere. This results in a ontration of the polar stratosphere and thus a rising
of the Arti tropopause, whih leads to adiabati ooling by upward motion as well
as anomalous westerly wind and wind shear in the upper troposphere (Figs. 5.6, 5.3,
5.2, and 5.1). This result is onsistent with what Ambaum and Hoskins [2002℄ found
through a lag-regression analysis. They showed a rising of the Arti tropopause at
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a) Residual Coriolis foring
b) Wave foring
) Residual foring
Figure 5.4: The dierenes between high and low (H - L) omposite at lags -25, -15,
-5 and 0 of (a) residual Coriolis foring, (b) wave foring, and () residual
foring. Positive (negative) values are represented by solid (dashed) lines
and zero by a thik line. Color indiates signiane at the 95% level
aording to a t-test.
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Figure 5.5: Dierenes between high and low (H - L) omposite of the tropospheri
(dashed line) and low stratospheri (solid line) baroliniity at lag 0.
The zero line is shown in yellow.
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a) Residual Coriolis foring
b) Wave foring
Figure 5.6: The dierenes between high and low omposite (H - L) -in tropo-
spheri mode- at six dierent lags (-25, -5, 0, 2, 5 and 10) of the inverted
omega residual veloity in p-oordinate. The stream plot represents the
meridional residual irulation. Shading indiates signiant values at
the 95% level aording to a t-test. Dark (light) grey indiates upward
(downward) motion.
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positive NAO phase, whih is related to the strong stratospheri vortex.
The net eet of the stratosphere-indued anomalous upward motion (Fig. 5.6
at lag -25) is in general a yloni pressure anomaly in the high latitude upper
and middle troposphere (see Fig. 4.15) and an enhaned meridional temperature
gradient (see Fig. 5.3 at lag -20), whih inreases the upper tropospheri barolin-
iity before the inrease and maturation phases. As desribed by Hoskins et al.
[1985℄, the ampliation of yloni anomalies in the troposphere an be aeler-
ated by a ombination of pre-existing lower-tropospheri baroliniity (assoiated
with the internal low tropospheri temperature hange) and upper-tropospheri y-
loni anomalies (e.g. assoiated with stratospheri hange). The high barolini
wave ativity in the extratropial troposphere an also be reprodued by presribed
mid-latitude SST-anomalies [e.g. Inatsu et al., 2003℄.
As shown in Fig. 5.4, the inrease and mature phases of the tropospheri NAMI
are assoiated with a rapid and strong intensiation of the internal tropospheri
wave drag, whih leads to rapid and strong inreases of the westerly wind and its
vertial shear (Figs. 5.1b and 5.2). The westerly wave foring in the mature phase is
assoiated with an enhaned baroliniity due to the vertial wind shear (Fig. 5.5).
The inrease of tropospheri westerlies in the tropospheri mode results from the
ombined eet of both strong wave and muh weaker residual foring (Fig. 5.4),
ompared to the moderate eet of the wave foring in the stratospheri mode (Fig.
4.7). This results in muh higher tropospheri anomalies in the tropospheri than
in the stratospheri mode.
In the mature phase of the tropospheri NAMI (near lag 0), the strong wester-
lies near the lower boundary are maintained mainly by the strong eastward Coriolis
foring or anomalous poleward motion. This poleward motion is in turn assoi-
ated with a strong ompensating equatorward motion (i.e. easterly Coriolis foring)
near the tropospheri jet, whih balanes both wave and residual foring there (Fig
5.4). Poleward and equatorward motion together result, by ontinuity, in a strong
anomalous upward motion (Fig. 5.6) and thus a strething, adiabati ooling and
pressure lowering in the polar troposphere. This enhanes afterwards, by ontinuity,
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the upward motion and the adibati ooling in the lower and middle polar strato-
sphere (Fig. 5.6), whih explains the stratospheri temperature minimum and the
vortex maximum 4-5 days after lag 0 (Fig. 5.1). This vortex maximum is assoiated
with an enhaned wave foring in the stratosphere (Fig. 5.4b at lag = 4), whih
inreases as a result of the vortex-planetary wave feedbak (equations 4.1 and 4.2,
Figs. 4.11 and 4.12). As in the stratospheri mode, this indues a Coriolis foring
divergene (Fig. 5.4a at lag = 4) and thus a ontration of the polar stratosphere
and a strething of the underlying troposphere (Fig. 5.6) that lead to the persis-
tene of the anomalous ooling and westerlies in both troposphere and stratosphere
as seen in Fig. 5.1. This nding is onsistent with Ambaum and Hoskins [2002℄, who
showed that a strong NAO is assoiated with a strong polar vortex 4 days later and
with a rising of the tropopause. This rising persists for a few weeks after reahing
the NAO maximum and auses a lowering of the tropospheri pressure in the arti.
They also showed that the rising of the tropopause in the arti is related to the
strong vortex.
In summary, tropospheri and stratospheri NAM are two distint modes with
dierent time sales and driven by dierent mehanisms. In the stratospheri NAM
mode, the tropospheri westerlies are driven non-loally by the stratospheri irula-
tion and enhaned by the vortex-wave foring feedba. In the tropospheri mode, on
the other hand, the tropospheri westerlies are indued by a strong internal wave and
a muh weaker residual foring, whih develops inside the troposphere on a synop-
tial time sale. This results in stronger tropospheri westerlies in the tropospheri
than in the stratospheri mode. The stratosphere is also important in the tropo-
spheri mode: It provides the upper troposphere with a low frequeny westerly wind
and wind shear and thus with enhaned baroliniity. The stronger stratospheri
westerlies in the stratospheri mode result from the more enhaned ontribution
of the wave foring. This hapter also showed, through a omparison between the
results obtained with MAECHAM5 and those of studies using observational data,
that MAECHAM5 aptures the basi dynamis of the observed tropospheri NAM
or NAO.
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In this study, MAECHAM5/oean mixed layer oupled model was used to investi-
gate the dynamis of the evolution of strong stratospheri NAM-phases and their
impat on troposphere and lower mesosphere.
First, the model was ompared to the observations and we looked at the dy-
namial onsistene in MAECHAM5. The fous was on the funtion of the middle
atmospheri meridional irulation and on the foring driving it. The January li-
matology of the model wind and temperature proved to agrees quite well with the
observations, espeially in the extratropial region and outside the uppermost model
levels (where the sponging eet is strong).
It was shown that MAECHAM5 reprodues both the middle atmospheri mean
meridional residual irulation and its funtion, whih onsists in ompensating
the radiative ooling (warming) in the summer (winter) hemisphere, quite well
(see h.2). The dynamis that maintains the middle atmospheri irulation in
MAECHAM5 proved to be onsistent with previous studies. In aordane with the
Charney-Drazin riterion, the strong tropospheri planetary wave ativity propa-
gates up- and poleward into the winter stratosphere, where the stratospheri wind
is westerly. This results in the deeleration of the strong radiatively indued west-
erlies and the generation of the Brewer-Dobson irulation. The winter part of the
Murgatroyd-Singleton residual irulation is indued both by planetary waves and
residual foring. The strong residual foring in the winter mesosphere and upper
stratosphere an be explained mainly by the gravity wave drag, and it ontributes
to the Murgatroyd-Singleton irulation muh more than the planetary wave drag.
This nding shows the importane of the gravity wave drag in the upper strato-
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sphere and mesosphere and is onsistent with Holton [1983℄, who showed that a
realisti warming in the polar upper stratosphere an be simulated by using only
the gravity wave drag, tuned to ensure a realisti mesosphere. The summer part of
the Murgatroyd-Singleton residual irulation is indued exlusively by the residual
foring, whih an be explained by the gravity wave drag.
Then the three-dimensional struture of the leading modes of the month-to-month
winter variability and ovariability in the stratosphere/troposphere oupled system
was studied. It was shown that the three-dimensional struture of the model NAM
(i.e. the leading EOF-mode of the extratropial geopotential height) is quite similar
to that derived from the observational studies. This mode is muh more important
in the stratosphere than in the troposphere. The wavelet and SSA analyses of the
NAMI showed that the stratospheri NAM is dominated by low frequeny time
sales. The same analysis showed that the synopti and quasistationary time sales
are muh more important in the troposphere. This reets the loal struture of the
tropospheri irulation. The SVD analysis of the geopotential height showed that
the stratosphere and troposphere are strongly oupled through the NAM-patterns.
A lag omposite analysis based on the 50hPa-NAMI showed enhaned anoma-
lous westerlies and a temperature quadrupole between the troposphere and lower
mesosphere that strengthen (weaken) during the inrease (derease) of the positive
NAMI phase. The lower part of the NAM temperature quadrupole shows a down-
ward propagating dipole with a old pole in the polar and a warm pole in the mid
latitude troposphere and stratosphere. At the same time it shows an anomalous
westerly wind and wind shear that also strengthen and propagate downward, espe-
ially during the inrease and mature phases. The upper part of the temperature
quadrupole shows a downward propagating warm pole in the polar mesosphere and
upper stratosphere and a old pole in the mid latitudes at the same altitudes, and
it is assoiated with an anomalous easterly wind shear that also strengthens and
propagates downward, espeially during the deline and deay phases.
In this study, an approah using the strething vortiity was used to explain
the mehanisms of the oupling between troposphere, stratosphere and lower meso-
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sphere. As demonstrated in h.4, the MAECHAM5/oean mixed layer oupled
model, NAM temperature, zonal ow and geopotential height patterns as well as
their downward propagation an be explained by the response of the strething vor-
tiity to the residual Coriolis foring hanges and some feedbaks that ontribute
to the persistene and deay of those patterns during their inrease and derease
phases, respetively. Fig. 6.1 summarizes the anomalous hanges that ontribute to
the strengthening (6.1a) and weakening (6.1b) of the polar jet and resulting impat
on the troposphere and mesosphere. Fig. 6.2 summarizes the anomalous hanges at
strong negative NAM-phases. Fig. 6.3a (b) illustrates the non-loal forings that
drive the remote residual irulations and the NAM-patterns between the tropo-
sphere and lower mesosphere during strong positive (negative) stratospheri NAM.
The dynamis of the strong negative NAM (Figs. 6.2 and 6.3b) an be derived by
taking (L - H)-omposites of the results shown in this study.
The dynamis driving a strong positive stratospheri jet and its oupling to the
troposphere as shown in Figs. 6.1 and 6.3a an be summarized as follows: Dur-
ing the growth and the mature phases of the stratospheri jet (Fig. 6.1a) there is
an anomalous equatorward deetion of the tropospheri planetary waves, whih
leads to redued wave breaking in the polar stratosphere and thus to anomalous
eastward planetary wave foring. The middle and lower stratosphere respond to
these hanges by an anomalous westward residual Coriolis foring that balanes
the eastward planetary wave foring and weakens the Brewer-Dobson irulation.
The strongest anomalous westward Coriolis foring in the stratosphere is entered
at 60-70
◦
N. This results in an anomalous divergene (onvergene) of the Coriolis
foring north (south) of 60-70
◦
N and leads as in ase 2a (2a') of Fig. 2 to a ontra-
tion (strething) of the stratosphere in the high (mid) latitudes. By ontinuity, these
hanges ontribute to an anomalous strething of the high latitude upper troposphere
and lower mesosphere, and a ontration of the mid-latitude upper troposphere and
lower mesosphere. The net results are the NAM temperature, geopotential height
and zonal wind patterns in whih the anomalous ooling and pressure derease are
aused by upward motion and the anomalous warming and pressure inrease by
downward motion. The zonal wind struture results from the temperature pattern
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by thermal wind balane. The persistene, strengthening, and downward propa-
gation of the NAM patterns during the inrease and mature phases are inreased
mainly by the positive vortex-planetary waves feedbak, in whih the strong strato-
spheri jet and the resulting wind shear and urvature are assoiated with less wave
breaking into the stratosphere, whih in turn strengthens the stratospheri jet and
its vertial shear and urvature further [Hartmann et al., 2000; Limpasuvan and
Hartmann, 2000℄. The inrease of westerly wave foring near the tropospheri jet
is assoiated with anomalous equatorward motion from the strethed into the on-
trated tropospheri area and an thus be seen as a quasigeostrophi adjustment of
the troposphere to the hanges indued by the stratosphere.
The lower mesosphere and upper stratosphere respond to the strong stratospheri
jet with a delayed strong negative residual foring that weakens the stratospheri jet
and exerises negative feedbak on it (Fig. 6.1b). Both the enhaned residual foring
and the resulting feedbak in these altitudes an be explained by the strengthening of
the easterly gravity wave drag indued by the strong stratospheri jet and its vertial
struture. The enhaned negative residual foring results in an anomalous positive
Coriolis foring that- together with the wave foring- maintains the westerlies against
the strong easterly residual drag. The net eet is an anomalous onvergene of the
Coriolis foring in the polar mesosphere, and thus a strething of the mesosphere
(aording to ase 2b' in Fig. 2). This enhanes the anomalous downward motion in
both lower mesosphere and upper stratosphere. The net eet is a delayed adiabati
warming and weakening of the polar vortex, whih is strongest during the deline
and deay phases. The vortex-residual foring feedbak, whih an be explained
by the gravity wave ltering through the stratospheri jet, ats as a self-regulation
mehanism of the strong wind and temperature anomalies in the middle atmosphere.
The weakening of the stratospheri jet in the deline and deay phases is aelerated
and enhaned by the polar vortex-planetary waves feedbak.
The essene of the dynamis represented in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2 is summarized in
Fig.6.3: During strong stratospheri NAM-phases, stratosphere and troposphere an
be seen as one oupled system, whih interats with its upper and lower boundaries.
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The vertial and meridional struture of the NAM-wind-pattern inside this system
ontrols several forings, whih in turn exerise a non-loal ontrol on the residual
irulation and thus also on the wind and temperature patterns. This ontrol results
from the response of the Coriolis foring to the indued planetary wave and residual
foring, and the resulting mass redistribution. The Coriolis foring responds loally
to these forings in suh a way that the momentum remains onserved. A net
positive foring drives a negative Coriolis foring (i.e. equatorward motion) and
thus, by ontinuity, a negative (positive) meridional irulation under (above) the
foring region. A net negative foring drives a positive Coriolis foring (i.e. poleward
motion) and thus, by ontinuity, a positive (negative) residual irulation under
(above) the foring region. Only forings ating away from the boundary layers
(bottom, tropopause, stratopause) an ontrol both irulations above and under
the foring soure. Inside the troposphere/stratosphere system, planetary wave
foring and residual foring ontrol the residual irulation non-loally. At the same
time they exerise positive feedbak on the wind anomalies, in suh a way that
these forings ontribute to the strengthening and persistene of the NAM-patterns.
In the upper boundaries of the troposphere/stratosphere system (mesosphere and
upper stratosphere), the non loal ontrol of the irulation is driven by the residual
foring (i.e. the gravity wave drag). At the same time it exerises negative feedbak
on the zonal ow in suh a way that the NAM-patterns are weakened and modulated
by this foring from above. In the lowermost boundaries of the system (i.e. near the
bottom), planetary wave and residual foring (mainly frition) ontrol the residual
irulation and exerise negative feedbak on the wind anomalies in suh a way that
the NAM-patterns are weakened and modulated from below.
It should be noted, though, that by using the idealised MAECHAM5 simulation
and not observational data, we exluded several fators that impat the irulation
and wave foring in both troposphere and stratosphere, e.g. solar yle, dynamis-
hemistry oupling, QBO, volano eruption, and anthropogeni eets. These an
modify the form, loation and strength of the foring soures shown in Fig. 6.3 and
lead to a dierent piture. The exlusion of these eets makes the interpretation
of our result easier, though, sine the simultaneous impat of all these fators is still
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planetary waves forcing in the 
stratosphere 
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decay of the positive NAM-phase
 Intensification of the NAM-patterns 
of wind, temperature, and 
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Weakening of the NAM-patterns of
 wind, temperature, and geopotential
 height  
Figure 6.1: Shemati diagram showing the mehanisms that ontribute to (a) the
strengthening and (b) the weakening of the positive anomalies of the
stratospheri polar jet and its impat on the tropospheri irulation
during the evolution of the strong positive stratospheri NAM-phase.
F+ (F-) represents positive (negative) feedbak.
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Figure 6.2: Shemati diagram showing the mehanisms that ontribute to (a) the
strengthening and (b) the weakening of the negative anomalies of the
stratospheri polar jet and its impat on the tropospheri irulation
during the evolution of the strong negative stratospheri NAM-phase.
F+ (F-) represents positive (negative) feedbak
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unlear.
As shown in hapter 5, tropospheri and stratospheri NAM are two dierent
modes having dierent time sales, and driven by dierent mehanisms: The life
yle of the tropospheri NAM-mode is muh shorter and is dominated by high
frequeny utuation in the synopti time sales superimposed to low frequeny
hanges. Onset, inrease, and mature phases of the tropospheri mode are preeded
and aompanied by an enhaned vortex. The enhaned tropospheri westerlies at
lag 0 are followed by a strong vortex and ooling 4-5 days later. The tropospheri
anomalies are muh stronger and the stratospheri anomalies muh weaker in the
tropospheri mode as ompared to the stratospheri mode.
The dierenes in the strutures and time sales between the tropospheri and
stratospheri NAM reet the dierent forings driving these modes. In the strato-
spheri NAM mode, the tropospheri westerlies are driven non-loally by the strato-
spheri irulation and are enhaned by the vortex-wave foring feedbak. In the
tropospheri mode, on the other hand, the tropospheri westerlies are indued by a
strong internal wave and a residual foring, whih develop inside the troposphere in
a synoptial time sale. This results in the tropospheri westerlies being stronger in
the tropospheri than in the stratospheri mode. The stratosphere is also important
in the tropospheri mode: It provides the upper troposphere with westerly wind
and wind shear that an ontribute to the internal ampliation of the barolini
wave in the troposphere. The ampliation of the wave foring in the maturation
phase leads to an enhaned anomalous hange in the tropospheri irulation, whih
results, by ontinuity, in a strong anomalous upward motion (i.e. adiabati ooling)
in the arti and thus in a strong vortex that reahes its maximum 4-5 days later and
ontributes, through the strething vortiity mehanism and vortex-planetary waves
feedbak, to the persistene of both tropospheri and stratospheri westerlies and
ooling. The weak stratospheri westerlies in the tropospheri mode result from the
weak ontribution of the planetary waves to the enhaned westerlies in this mode.
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W : Wave forcing  
a) Strong positive stratospheric
NAM-phase
b) Strong negative stratospheric
NAM-phase
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Figure 6.3: a (b) illustrates the non-loal forings driving the NAM residual ir-
ulation patterns between the troposphere and lower mesosphere during
strong positive (negative) stratospheri NAM-phases. Positive (nega-
tive) foring is shaded in dark (light) grey. Positive foring drives equa-
torward motion and thus, by ontinuity, negative (positive) residual ir-
ulation under (above) the foring soure. Negative foring drives pole-
ward motion and thus, by ontinuity, positive (negative) residual iru-
lation under (above) the foring soure. Only foring ating away from
the boundary layers an drive the irulation both above and under the
foring soure. The residual eet (R) an be explained by the following
forings: gravity wave, non-quasigeostrophi omponent of the EP-ux
and fritional foring (see text). The non-loal forings exerise positive
feedbak on the NAM-wind patterns between the free troposphere and
stratosphere but negative feedbak in the upper and lower boundaries.
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7 Appendix
APPENDIX A
The strething or ontration of the stratosphere ould lead, by ontinuity, to the
hange of temperature, pressure and wind in the troposphere and/or mesosphere
through the resulting vertial motion. Proesses that drive the hange of the streth-
ing vortiity an thus ontribute to understanding the oupling among stratosphere,
troposphere and mesosphere. A tendeny equation of the strething vortiity an
be derived from the quasigeostrophi basi equations in z oordinates [e.g. Andrews
et al., 1987; Holton, 1992℄.
Using the zonal-mean quasigeostrophi potential vortiity equation in z oordi-
nate:
q¯t =
(
−v′q′ −X
)
y
+ f0ρ
−1
0
(
ρ0
Q¯
θ0z
)
z
, (A-1)
and the quasigeostrophi relation between the meridional eddy ux of the potential
vortiity and the divergene of the EP-ux:
v′q′ = (ρ0)
−1∇.F , (A-2)
we an rewrite the potential vortiity equation A-1 in the following form:
q¯t =
(
−(ρ0)
−1∇.F −X
)
y
+ f0ρ
−1
0
(
ρ0
Q¯
θ0z
)
z
. (A-3)
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In this equation,
q¯t = (−u¯y)t + (qs)t (A-4)
is the loal hange of the potential vortiity, and (qs)t is the loal hange of the
strething vortiity dened as follows:
(qs)t =
f0
ρ0
( ρ0
N2
(
Φz
)
t
)
z
. (A-5)
If we use the TEME,
u¯t − f0v¯∗ = (ρ0)
−1∇.F +X , (A-6)
we an rewrite equation A-3 in this form:
q¯t = (−u¯t + f0v¯∗)y + f0ρ
−1
0
(
ρ0
Q¯
θ0z
)
z
. (A-7)
Using A-4 and A-7, we get the following tendeny equation of the strething vortiity:
(qs)t = (f0v¯
∗)y + f0ρ
−1
0
(
ρ0
Q¯
θ0z
)
z
. (A-8)
Aording to A-8, the loal hange of the zonal mean strething vortiity is ontrolled
by the meridional divergene of the residual Coriolis foring (rst term on the right)
and the vertial struture of the diabati heating (seond term).
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